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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

"An Evaluation of the Impact on Attitudes and Values of the Text, Our

Economy.. Now It Works," reports the findings of a study conducted by

NORC, A Social Science Research Center, University of Chicago, for the

Foundation for Teaching Economics. The study was conducted over portions of

the 1984-1985 school year, among 9th grade students in three cities: Cedar

Rapids, Iowa; Durango, Colorado; and Minneapolis, Minnesota. Ten schools and

over 2,000 students and their teachers participated.

Study Design

In earlier work (1983-1984) for the Foundation for Teaching Economics, NORC

developed an "Economics Values Inventory" (EVI), an original measure of

economic attitudes consisting of eight multi-item scales suitable for use

with junior high school age youth. In the pr esent research, the EVI was used

to measure and interpret changes in economic attitudes over an instructional

period in groups of junior high school students who had studied Our

Economy. who had received no economics instruction, or who had used

alternative economics instructional materials. The design for the evaluation

specified an initial measurement, or pretest, of students' economic values, an

instructional period (during which some students but not others received

economics instruction), and a Posttest measurement of the same youths'

economic values. The primary purpose of the evaluation was to assess the

attitudint, impact of Our Economy. Additional purposes of the study were

to reassess the performance of the EVI, and to examine student, teacher, and

classroom characteristics that might affect the impact of the text.



Research Results

TAe Ceotrel Fi Rdiftg

The central Cinding of the evaluation is that, for the main comparison group

(that of users of P:;/- feentrmy as contrasted to those not undergoing

economics instruction), the text has a measurable impact on student values

and attitudes. While both users and non-users had essentially similar EVI

scale means at the Pretest, their attitudes significantly differed at the

Posttest, as measured by a number of scales. Specifically, text users were:

more supportive of the American economic system scale (Scale 1)

* showed more trust in business (Scale 2)

* felt a greater sense of personal economic efficacy (Scale 3)

* were m: re likely to feel that the treatment of workers is fair

(Scale 7)

* were less likely to express disagreement with the economic

status quo (Scale 8)

The statistically significant differences measured by the EVI at the Posttest

ranged, on the six units of a 1-7 agree-di-agree scale, from .14 to .27.

(Translated into a Scholastic Aptitude Test 200-800 metric, a difference of

2 on an EVI scale could be likened to a difference of 20 SAT points.) Impacts

in this range are modest in absolute terms but are, we believe, noteworthy

indeed as attitudinal impacts of a textbook. We find these results especially

7



impressive in light of the fact that Our Economy makes no overt attempt to

influence attitudes, choosing instead to counsel informed thoughtfulness on

all controversial economics values issues.

Additional Flirt flags

While the central question of the evaluation concerned the values and

attitudes impact of Our Economy. the principal research measure--the

Economics Values Inventorywas also reappraised. The findings gave

additional confirmation of the reliability and validity of the EV1 scales,

which continued to be sensitive to a wide range of meaningful attitude

differences, for this new, and considerably larger, research sample. Some

new attitude items were generated for this phase of the research, chiefly

in the area of government regulation of the economy. Students at this age end

grade did not, however, appear to have yet found this topic area greatly

meaningful.

Finally, data were gathered concerning a lumber of characteristics

associated with differences in economic attitudes, and special attention was

giver to student, tsacher and classroom characteristics that might affect the

impact of the text.

Extent of economic knowledge continued, as in tile earlier phase of the

research, to be the strongest predictor of student attitude differences on the

EVI scales. This factor was found to explain some, but not all, of the

instructional impact on attitudes of Mir Economy. Some systematic

differences were found by race (blacks and whites differed significantly in

their economic attitudes on two of the eight EVI scales). Systematic and

statistically significant male-female differences were found on the scales.

3j8AJ1AVA Yq03 T218BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Gender differences for the slightly older group utilized in this phase of the

research were far more dramatic than the differences seen previously.

Collateral data were also collected on student socioeconomic status, level of

interest in public affairs, political orientation, attributionel tendencies and

ranking of personal information sources In addition, a teacher questionnaire

collected information from the economics teachers of the student

respondents. The teachers took the EVI, and their scale scores were compared

to those of their students. Teacher background information was gathered and

reported. Finally, teachers were asked to evaluate Our fcanum,y on a

number of dimensions, including whether it exhibited a valuational bias, and

its effectiveness in transmitting economic knowledge. One hundred percent

of the teachers reported that the materials in the text were presented

without bias, and teachers rated the text as highly effective in transmitting

economic knowledge.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 9
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An Evaluation of the Impact on Attitudes and Values
of the Text, Our Economy: How it !Yorks

1. Background and Purposes of the Study

This is the report on the second phase of a study to evaluate the impact upon
economic attitudes and valuet of the junior high schoottext, Our Economy
The study attempted to measure'and interpret changes in economic attitudes
over an instructional period in groups of junior high school students who had
studied Our Economy, who had raceivetno economics instruction, or who had
used alternative economics instructional materials. In addition, the study
examined student, teacher and classroom characteristics that might affect
the impatt of the text. A final goal of the research was to continue to
examine and strengthen the performance of the indicator used to measure
economic attitudes.

A useful starting point may be to briefly review the first phase of the
study and to thereby obtain a point of entry into the purposes of Phase II of
the evaluation.

A. The Phase 1 Research

In Phase I, an original measure of economic attitudes was developed, the
Economics Values Inventory or KEVIN (O'Brien and Ingels, 1984; O'Brien and
Ingels, 1985). The EVI (see Appendixes 1-2) consists of eight moderately
reliable multi-item scales covering a broad range of topics in economics,
including attitudes toward business, labor tslions, the government's role in
the economy, and others. The initial task of development of the individuel
economic attitude items that make up the scales was informed by the
contents of Our Economy. However, care was taken to ensure that, while
suitable for purposes of evaluation of this text, the EVI captured a range of
attitudes appropriate to other typical economics textbooks for junior and
senior high school students as well, and to certain non-textbook contexts.

The primary thrust of the first phase of the research was to develop reliable
and valid multi-item economics attitude scales appropriate, in particular,
for use with junior high school age youth. (For details of the design, sample
composition, research process, and findings of Phase I, see O'Brien and Ingels,
1984). Subsidiary purposes were (1) to test tentative hypotheses about
factors associated with economic attitude differences and change (of
interest both as validity indicators for the EVI and as a preview of the Phase
II research) and (2) to gain insight into the content end structure of youth
attitudes for the respondent population.

A :1
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B. The Economics Values inventory and Students' Opinions

Figure 1 presents the Economics Values inventory, the measure of youths'
economic attitudes developed in Phase I, and the primary measurement tool
used in the:current Phase II evaluation of the Our Ecaftem,y. The figure also
presents the mean scale scores of the student respondents in the Phase I

study. Before continuing in'this report with the details and findings of the
evaluation, we turn to a review of the scales and items that make up the EVI,
and the direction of student opinion as measured by it in the Phase IPilot
group and the current Phase II sample at the time of the Pretest.

Although the Phase I study was not based on a representative sample (which
would have been ill-suited to its design requirements), it is worth taking
note of the content of respondent attitudes as evidenced by mean scores on
the EVI scales--for it is all too easy, in focusing on individual scales, to lase .,
sight of how they relate to each other and form an overall pattern of values.

Given that the Phase I Pilot and the.Phase II Pretest samples consisted of
different students, with strikingly different racial and socioeconomic
backgrounds, the overall means are striking in their similarity. The two
groups will form a point of comparison, as we proceed, seriatim, through the
EVI scales.

Scale I evidences support for the prevailing American economic system, a
"free enterprise system" or "mixed market economy" in which private
enterprises have a large role. The emphasis of the scale is on the economy in
its productive function, and affirms profits, proper use of limited resources,
hard work, occupational freedom, competition, division of labor, and savings.
Of all the scales, students have the strongest affirmative feelings about this
one. On a 1-to-7 scale where 1 :: strongly disagree and 7 :: strongly agree,
the Phase I Pilot sample had a mean of 5.4 on Scale 1, while the Phase II
group had a mean of 5.6

Scale 2 focuses on the image of American business, and shows a "trust in
business" valuz. it affirms the public responsibility of business, the
desirability of a greater voice for the business community in government, and
the desirability of lower corporate taxes. It views advertising as an enhancer
of individual choice, and affirms that the occupational structure offers
meaningful work. Mean responses of students at both Phase I end Phase II
supported these scale values (4.7 for both groups), but their affirmation
of the scale was far weaker than for Scale 1.

Scale 3 is psychological in its orientation. It consists of statements that
reflect economic alienation and powerlessness and is thus, inversely, taken
as a measure of feelings of individual economic efficacy. Students strongly
'JEiAlIANA V-103 1a38
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MEANS
Phase I Phase II
Pilot Pretest

-3-

Figure 1: SCALE MEANS, PRASE I PILOT AND PRASE II PRETEST

IRE ECONOMICS VALUES
ENVENTOLI!

5.4 5.6 SCALZ r. !NE AMY./CAM
MONCHIC SYSTEM (Support for the Economic System)

1. lasourtes gra always Limited, and we must sake hard choices aboutthe best way to use them.

2. Profits ire essential,
to our cowetty'a economic health.

3. Our society owes each to the coetribetioes,of
business.

4. If woe-xi:* went higher yeses, they seer work harder sod produce sore.
S. People who blame

other people or society for their problems era justcopping out.

6. My freedom r, choose my own occupacloo
is very important to me.

7. It's the duty of people to do their jobs the best they can.

8. Competition betweee businesses makes for the lowest prices.

9. A company deserves its profits when they coca arc the resulu of doingthe best job for less money.

10. If you have a valuable
skill. you'll get ahead in our society.

4.7 4.7

11 Groups of individuals with specialized skills. working together. canproduce batter products than individuals yotkine alone.

12. Our seaway needs vorr' people
who are willing to save for the future.

SCALE 2. BUSINESS (trust in business)

13. Moat businesses won't sell products they think are unsafe.

14. Government should listen sore to what the business =smutty has to say.

11. Businessea could provide
sore jobs, goods, and services if they didn'thave to pay so much in _tames.

16. Advertising helps consumers to asks intelligent choices.

17. Most people Like their jobs.

SCALE 3 PSICROLUO:CAL: PERSONAL ECONOMIC EFFICACY (Alienation and powerlessness

18. Leo no use worrying about the topcoats,: I tint do anything about it2.8 2.9 anyway.

19. Getting ahead io mostly a sumer of luck.

20. /es fsolish to do more than you have to in a job.

21. Raving the freedom to start sly own business really eel= having the
freedom to take advontago of others.

22. Being in business means taking unfair advantage of others.

23. Profit is a sign that someone Ls being taken advantage of.

24. Its way our sconosic system Ls set up, nobody has a chance no get ahead
any more.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE k` 12
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Figure 1, continued

MEANS

Phase I Phase II
Pilot Pretest

4.9 5.0 SCALE A. COPERNMEKTIOLEXN SOCIAL WELFARE (Government is resporaible)

25. it is,the responsibility of the government to take care of people wha-
can't tekncare o1 themselves.

26. The poor dad she ill have a right to help from the government.

*27. A person who cannot find a job 40411; hisself to blani.'

28. It should be'the duty offOvernment to be sure that everyone has a
secure joh'int a docent standird of'llvisg.

29. The-Onemployei 'shouldn't blame themselves for their situation: it's the
fault of the economic system.

*20. Taking care of the poor and thesick is the job of families and
chi:stiles, not the job,:of.the government.

4.0 4.0 SCALE 5 a0111ttlidENT ROLE IN =MC PRICES (Against government role)

*31. Campania should only be allowed to charge a governeent-concrolled
price for their produces

32. It's not the business of the gaverneent to control prices.

4.6 4.6
SCALE 6. UNIORS ; Against powerful micas)

33. Unions are too powerful.

*34. We'd all be better cff if labor unions were stronger.

35. Employers should have the right to hire non -union workers if they want to.

3.1 3.4 SCALE 7. TREATMENT 07 WORKERS (Workers' treatment is fair)

36. Theaverage worker today is getting his or her fair share.

*37. The average worker is getting less than his or fair share.

*38. Host companies don't give amcloyees a fair share of what the company eatie

39. Neat comyanies give employees a fair share of what the company earns.

4.8 4.8 SCALE 8. THE ECONOMIC STATUS QUO (Against the status quo)

40. A:imitate wealth is far too unequally shared.

41. The situation of the average person is getting worse, not better.

42. There are fro real opportunities for the average person to start a
business in America teary.

43. We need a way to sake income more equal in this country.

44. Oce of the bad things about our econoeia system is that the person
at the bottom gets less help and has less security than in sose
other systems.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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rejected the values expressed in this :scale. Theniean scale score for the
Phase.1 group was 2.8twhere -.1;_-stronglidiSagree;7:-=00-Iltagree), and
the Phase .11 group was,2.9..Thescale,conifstrofitems .Whi'OhodePiCt-one's
economic-fate:as otitside-thrindi'vidtierevintrOl, and the economic system as
exploitatiye in nature. The `emphatic tejectiiin-tf SCale-31itenisiS,of course,
highly consistent with.studenti' strongieffirniiitiOtref.the values of Scale 1.

Scale 4 asserts the value thatgovenimentls-reeponsibie for social:welfare.
Students, whir strongly.. affirming American,econcirniOystern (SCale I),
see no conflict between en edonaniOrkWhiCh,ptivate:CePitapheee` larye role
to play, and iniwhichlhere is a large role fOrlevitiiiment.inliroViding safety
not for thrunfertunate. The-scale was moderately affieMect by pOto gems
(Phase I mean, 4:9;.Phase'll mean, 5.0).

Scale 5 addresses the issue of the govern nest's role in,pripe'setting. The
overall scale mean shows-an indifferentrjrehlionse04Afriitthephase I
group, and the same mean,for thePhase.11 itudentS:!:9hilknigIngAiePOndents
indeed held no strongopiniewaboutthe valurekintietidiliy'ffitrsoilr, the
majority had strong- opinions for oragaintt such that' thrieerningly
indifferent final mean in this case masks the strong feelings of many.

Scale 6 contains items about labor unions, with statements in the scale
scored to be negative toward labor uni The overall direction of responses,
both at Phase I and Phase II, was moderate opposition to strong labor unions
(mean score of 4.6 for both groups).

Scale 7 is concerned with whether workers get fair treatment in our
economy. Overall, both groups disagreed that workers get a fair share of
company earnings, although the Phase 1 group felt this mre emphatically (a
mean scale score of 3.1) than did the Phase II group (mean scale score of 3.4).

Scale 8 items are concerned with the fate of the average person and the
equality of the distribution of wealth in America. Respondents at both Phase
I and Phase il moderately affirmed the egalitarian distributive values of the
scale, with a scale mean of 4.8 for both groups.

C. Phase I Findings

A number of factors at Phase 1 were found to be associated with systematic
differences in economic attitudes. Exposure to an economics curriculum
was one such factor: students who had had economics instruction were, as
measured by the first three EVI scales, more supportive of the American
economic system, expressed greater trust in business, and felt greater
personal efficacy in dealing with the economy.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 14



Focusing on the,more purely cognitive aspects of the economics curriculum,
students were tested fottthekrOel;Of, 'ecehernic;knoWledgeAhd extent of
economic knowledge-e*Understandfriefaerelatetto,ecoees:on the EYI.
Extent,d4OonomiC knowledge peOyet-448aStieht'prtedictOr of students'
economtc:Ottitudes differelkiS 'Okthie:Of40401,0t scales. Thuvstudents
with more edohornic.knoAidgek0SV"`e stronger sufipwi''t tiiths\seele (Scale I)
whose contents tepidedAhe Arhericenecollomic,*gstem, shotira6d;greater
feelings of economic,efficact (Scalk3), more strongly pOlisedgovernnient
price-setting activity antpowerful labofunions, and Werelest likely, to
agree with statements critical of the economic status qiio (Scales 5, 6, and
8).

Socioeconomic status-alsoproved to be a reliable'Predictor of student
attitude differences-on severalIVI scares, with,lextimPle,,higher
socioeconomic statukstuteht*:expreseing:greater-feelingS4J0dividual
economic efficacylcSollehttiOnAoiet:eacioeconoMie st44,Students.
A few differences-appentetswheretaCe;and,***emplOYeas,predictor
variables, and a. dif fetence,'on.but- one,,scalveriferged from 'usingvelitical
party identification as a line of .distinction.

Taken together, these findings argue strongly that a valid tool for measuring
youths' attitudes on economic issues had been,developet: Further, these
findings are favorable to the:hypothesis theta textbook such as' Our
Economy, proven in its capacity to transmit economic knowledge, could
indeed have an attitudinal impact on its users. The strong predictive power
associated especially with extent of econamic knowledge seems particularly
suggestive of the possibility of such an outcome in the more controlled
Phase H evaluation.

The remainder of this report describes the research approach and the findings
of this second phase of the research. In Section 2 the methodology of the
evaluation is detailed. Section 3 describes the findings from the pretesting
of students prior to their period of instruction. In Section 4, the central
question of the evaluation-- whether users of Our E7onomy evidence
attitudes different from non-users--is addressed. This section also
describes the variables hypothesized to affect the impact of the text on
attitudes, and our findings about those variables. Section 6 begins our
reporting of collateral data, that is, findings not directly related to the
evaluation of the text effects, but about factors other than text use that are
associated with variations in young peoples' economic attitudes. Section 7
reports data provided by the teachers in this study, and Section 8 presentl
our conclusions about the evaluation and recommendations for future
research.

13513/U1AVA Y903 1838



2. Methodology of the Evaluation

A. The Research Design

The Phase II design specified an initial measurement, or Pretest, of students'
economic attitudes as measurid,on'the EVI scales, followed by an

instructional period; therfa'Poittett of the some yrititheeconomic attitudes.
z

The central comperitm was betWeen uteri of theice,O,nig.;:and non-users;
this comparisowas emliacliadllOttident*.tindit:going*f0t0M,;*of--
economics instructibkinAWO'oltiii;tedert,Reiii,d,sio,fiiikt)hiti:pUstal6; ,
Colorado, and "no' etehorhfOs"-Cinitrol-grouPs.Of-StUdentS=f0010amo
schools. A subcompai=i4On!wtillifilhis'grOukWailhatio.t4,4004,:af.4ne cedar
Rapids school, .Tho ie081Vitira-half-**0.0tiolottg,90,0:
Another site, Minneapolis,providid'CoOtiOnt#rzttitirli,- ciOarAoh,-Our
Economy users versus .users of 'aiternativicObniitifOi*004 (Because
or certain unique features-of the Minneapolis data -O OlieCtian'effort,the
Minneapolis findings are described Ina separttitectigh below:)

For each comparison, a balancsd number of classrooms. from the same
school was sought. Each school with a.classroom receiving ale term
of instruction with the text also contributed aclassroqm with no
economics instruction. "'Distribution of Thesaltudenti into,one or the other
group reflected a principle approximating randomness. Thus, text users were
not self-selected-(they had not, for example, exercised a special option to
study the text) nor did they reflect a different academic ability track from
non-users. Rather, due to the limited numbers of economics teachers and
the vagaries of the school timetable, students had been assigned as a matter
of administrative convenience to use the text either the first term of the
session (thus falling into the jag group for Pre- and Posttest) orthe second
(thus falling into the nen:gsg group for purposes of this study). The
empirical test of whether the groups held essentially similar attitudes prior
to the period of instruction was-whether their Pretest means on the EV1 were
essentially similar. (As we shall see in our discussion of the Pretest results,
there were indeed no statistically significant differences in scale means
between the two groups).

B. The Sample

In order to maximize the possibility of measuring changes due to use of the
text we attempted to minimize other possible sources of attitudinal variation
across the comparison groups. Thus, a fairly homogeneous sample was sought
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for the study by limiting respondents to the same grade ( 9), hence also
restricting the age range; and by limiting the number (3) of cities used as
sites. At.the sem time, care was taken to preserves degree of
heterogeneity with respect to factors such as race. and socioeconomic status.

Three sites were, selected. They contributed total of 10 schools, and 1,999
students: .Cedar.papi,de, Jowl! (N= 4,23 OLDiitastckCojorOdoo = ?26); and
Minneapoite,,Minneset0,(Ni7:540: The',SpOiletie:,-Oproximately,hilt male
and half female; with radial: *ft OOP 01, of -,80 3tieileepk***;:1,44 percent
minorit anifiqjikcent-nol:.f0Pottifit::!.14§00009004:007ROids cases,
the sample consisted of the entirety'oUtheihhitlitegkplitil:i4;school
populationzinAhe locale, anii.th*CanstittiteciAMikehabltCetnprehensive
sampling. of bickgroundkin*SfceintiiMnitiet: The
Minneapolis sample- contaJned,tr9OsideriONitligkeFitopattipl-of minority
and lokireocioeclmornic statuSrespondehts. tharactetisticeof the sample
populatiOn.are detailed Appendix 3.*

C. Research instruments

Three research instruments were developed: a student Pretest Questionnaire,
a student Posttest Questionnaire, and a Teacher Questionnaire (administered
at the time of the student posttest)

The Pretest Questionnaire consisted of the EVI, the same Economic Knowledge
Test that had been employed in Phase I, andi Student Information section
that elicited data on age, race, sex, and parental occupation and education.

The Posttest Questionnaire repeated the EVI and Economic Knowledge Test,
but also was designed to collect collateral information. Questions designed
to measure students' attribution] tendencies asked respondents to assess
the importance of various explanations for personal economic success (for
example, luck, ability, effort). Several items sought information concerning
students' political orientation. Interest in public affairs was taken as
another line of distinction that could be relevant to attitude differences and
propensity to chugs. Finally, an attempt was made to assess respondents'
views of various information sources. The specific items used to measure
these variables; and hypotheses about their relationship to text-induced
changes in economic attitudes, are described later in this report.

On the Teacher Questionnaire, teachers were asked to respond to the EVI and
to supply additional information about their professional training, students,
methods of instruction, and attitudes toward the text.

*NOTE: This report follows the convention of referring to all graphs and tables in the kt, of the report

as "Figures," and all those in the imam as "Tables."
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D. Procedures

Questionnaires were mailed to participating schools for administration in the
classroom priorto school's period of instilictiokin.ecOncimios. Classroom
teachers were responsible for distributinthe'qUeitiOnnaires.efilreturning
the completed' forms to7NORC. The ourendetend CedeeRapids Prettitsoek
place early in September,1964, andihe,MihileePolis'Pretest was in late
November,1964.

For the Posttest,.a roster showilcriettiiien t nem& end hilniber:Wee prepared for
each classroom, end = to
each posttestAu,estiOn'histreo9rtktekoherst404:94,40101P.I#Jforr.--:,

administering.theque:etterineirkItieljo*tte.ittiO(0.,0#10r;:thfirhilf'-term
subset of the Ceder Repi0e(group,In No'firOber0,9842,41.1111.0,theipelerice of
the Cedar Rapids and,Durengo4aMPlit 1n.fdinticirii19135:",The,MinneePolis
Posttest took plece.,thetfirstweekz:OfMarCh,-1965:, ,AtAtielitne.bflhe student
Posttest, the Teacher-Questibrinaire'WasAistribirted.

E. A Note on Differences in the Minneapolis Design and
Procedures

Instructional circumstances in Minneapolis provided'a differenttype of
comparison from that of the Cedar Rapids and Durango comparison of Our
Economy users with non-users. In the Minneapolis nee, all 9th grade
students were enrolled in economics, bkpt not all students were users of Our
Economy. Thus, the Minneapolis study design compared users of the text
versus users of alternate economics materials.

The ideal quasi-experimental basis for making such a comparison would be a
situation in which Our Economy users and users of alternative materials
could be found in the same schools, and assignment to the one group or the
other should be governed by a principle approximating randomness, as was the
case in Cedar Rapids and Durango. UnfortLnately, this intended design could
not be implemented in Minneapolis, because the particular schools that were
willing to participate in the study represented one or the other of these

conditions, and not both at the same time. Thus, from among the Minneapolis
schools that agreed to take part, two were chosen on the basis of their highly
similar composition (1.e, like socioeconomic and racial backgrounds, and
similar achievement levels). Compared to the Cedar Rapids and Durango
sample, these' particular schools gave heavier representation to students
scoring in the lower ranges of economic knowledge, to students from lower
socioeconomic otatus baCkgrounds, and to racial minorities (especially
blacks), thus providing_ desirablekintsOf contrast with the main sample.

4
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In contrast to the September Pretest and January Posttest of the full-term
Cedar Rapids and Durango groups, MinneepOlikrespondents took the Pretest in
late November (when flOonornicsinetr,u4tiOn-bedaAfor them) and the Posttest
in March (when economics ibetrUctiOn ende0'Theikreteet,and Posttest
questionnaires for MOO PolisWere identicaVtiithOse,used for the Cedar
Rapids and Durango -9014)e, eXCept4or the presence two additional
questions, intended te-asseeiretucientinterestin economics andtheir
evaluatiou of its importante as aeupject.

Another special:feature of the Mintleapolis-:ComOonent of the study was the
Posttest availability of a groUpOff,Otir---#007,y.t.4serelliat:.had, not taken the
Pretest. One concern in a Prey-verika'06eitestikdifsignIernieasUrinTattitude
change is that the very interventiOefiketfieyOlatit'eciipezway,'elter the
subsequent conditions,or enviittinhlent of;thelaxj3adrrierith#OrraMple, it
might be that pretesting studentaiiieithlifiittitifiii:iWetil&Mae them
especially sensitive - tothiSieaMe.attitudihaittasiiie*hen
encountered in the course of :instructiOn:fhtie suChgrouliioUld change
more than group that had not been pretested.

If pretesting itself does actas-aninfluenceon finaVattitudinal outcomes, it
is important to know this for two reasons: first, irForderto interpret results
(Posttest scores for pretested students Would show more change than would
obtain in a normal classroom situation), and second, as a point,of information
relevant to the design of the economics curriculum (if a goal is to maximize
attitudinal impacts of atext, sensitizing students to attitudinal issues
through pretesting would be a productive procedure). Thus, an additional
feature of the Minneapolis design was utilization of a group of Posttest-only
respondents.

19
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3. Findings of the Evaluation: The Pretest

A. Reassessment of the EVI Scales

The first task of the Phaselletudy'wes to reexamine the measure so central
to the evaluation, theIVI'stales,develOped'in-Phe$ I. WOuld:the individual
attitude statements cluster together to. form the ewe:S.01841e they had
before, or woulci different conitellationsOtattitUdes appear with this lerger
and in-many ways-quite different groUPtof studeht respondents?

In Phase I, factor-oalytic techniques wertnetedloyedito diVeloi the valid
and reliable multi-item scalet which,compitietolorift-thegcehomics Values
Inventory. The diversity0 pepulaticihs4hcompassedlhiPhiseelyorthe study
(see O'Brien and Ingels, 1984).providedza'-beitik*ton.fidencethetthe stales
would prove a van(' andAtilabie measure4or other groups American junior
high school students. Phase II,of thefetu4alfOrded'ah opOcirtUnify-to test
that assumption and, with an even largernumber of .students (1,911),
reassess the adequancy'of the EVI scales.

This reassessment was carried out intwo ways: first, the new-data were
factor analyzed to see if the factors that emerged would be essentially the
same as those from Phase I (which served as the basis for the EV1 scales).
Second, the statistical reliabilities of the EV1 scales were reassessed using
the new set of student responses.

Factor analysis of the new (Phase 11 Pretest) data showed a handful of item
displacements-but otherwise consistently recapitulated the results of
Phase I.. The same eight Phase I factors re-,emerged, and very largely they
were made up of just the same items. New scales were then constructed on
the basis of these minor differences. The new data were used to compare old
and new scales for reliability (as gauged by Cronbach's "coefficient alpha").
Scales derived from the Phase II factor analysis yielded no appreciable
advantages in reliability over the original (Phase I) scales, and the original
eight scales were retained. The factor and reliability analyses conducted
with the Phase II Pretest data gave substantial additional confirmation to the
EV1 in its original form. (See Ingels and O'Brien, 1985, for details of these
analyses.)

B. Performance of New Items

An important finding in Phase 1 of the study was that issues important to a
junior high school textbook presentation of economic issues were not
necessarily meaningful, (that is, capable of eliciting en attitudinal response)
to junior high school students. The original Phase! pool of some 250
questions contained many itemsAot dealt, both in concretely specific and in

i
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general terms, with issue$ of governmentes a producer of goods and services,
the comparative efficiency ;of private and public' sectors in the provision of
economic goods, and -gtivernMent.regtilation.of the economy. Such items did
not fare well with the jiinforhigh-school -Sample: (Harty of these items were,
however,,qyite meaningful; to' the cOntrastgrOufrot.Grelie 12 students enrolled
in JuniortAthleyement,:;,and'made their way onto the!tenior High School
Version of tlie-gyinainietWalims.Inventory. See Otrien and Ingels, 1984)
With the younger students, theltemyterepla6Uedbylispecially high rates of
"Don't Know' and indifferent!ipoint4on the 7-point agree-disagree scale)
responses, and they generally failed to load highly on any of the attitude
clusters that emerged from factor analysis.

The exception to'this`generalization,, Scale 5 (Against-a-Government Role in
Price Setting) illustrates the problem. Althougnaetrecetitlyls the Nixon
administration general price controls havecbeen-(briefly) invoked, and
government .egulation of selectetareas, such as fare schedules iminterstate
transportation, might be seepas-a limited examplel3tprice controls, it seems
fair to say that priceTontrols arean issue with littleprominence on the
national political agenda, and are of but peripheral interest in junior high
school economics materials. Nevertheless; many.Students findvthe cask, of
price controls easy to grasp, and they have.feelings in the matter. They can
imagine what it would be like to go to a shop and know that the government,
not the shopkeeper, determined the prices. On the other hand, it would seem
as though students can make but meagre imaginative purchase on many of the
kinds of governmental regulatory activities which are part of the everyday
experience of businesspeople. Thus, there was a sense Jr which the Phase 1
EVI left us with an important--from a textbook point of view--area that was
barely touched on by the final attitude items.

In an attempt to remedy this deficiency, the sponsor of this research, the
Foundation for Teaching Economics, supplied NORC with a list of possible new
items, all in the area of the role of government in the economy. Fivl were
selected for inclusion in the Phase II version of the EV1. They were:

Business works best when there are few government regulations.

We need government regulations to keep businesses from taking
advantage of us.

Business is a better provider of goods and services than is
government.

If the government were more involved in the economy, it would
work better.

If the government were less involved in the economy, it would work
better. 21



In the Phase II Pretest, these items performed in much the same way as had
similar items in Phase I They garnered very high rates of "Delft know" and
"Indifferent" (point 4) responses; and infector analysis; generally failed to
associate with each other or to load highly on any of the eight existing
factors.

Two of the Reins (on government involvement in theleconOmy) did correlate
well with each other, and it wasdecidel.toleave them on the Pcitttest
questionnaire.in the event that the itemsAvould beconie-relevant ttiitudents
of economics by the Posttests tags: We'ligpothesizeOhatit-is,precisely in
en area where informationlind strong existingleelingkhave beerlatking that
a text would be likely to have themost decided impact

C. Variables Associated with Differences in Attitudes

Find ly, Phase II Pretest data wereanalyzeitto dotermine if there were
statistically significant differences in valueeibetween users of Oar-
fconam,yand non-users wier to,the periaotinstruction,ond tozreexamine
the variations in economic attitudes aSsociated:with.differentleiiels of
economic knowledge, different socioeconomic status, race, and sex, (also
studied in the previous phve of the research).

As required by the study design, no systematic differences in attitudes
appeared between users of Oa; Economy and the non-user group prior to the
instruction period. Along all other lines of analysis, however, significant
differences across sub-groupings of students were noted on-tome
scales, in a manner and direction that paralleled the Phase 1 findings
summarized in the introductory section of this report. Thus, economic
knowledge proved to be a powerful predictor of differences in students'
economic attitudes, with statistically significant differences on all eight
EVI scales. Socioeconomic status also again prove; is be a strong
predictor tit attitude differences. For example, higher SES students show
more support for the prevailing economic system (Scnie 1), and less for a
government role in social welfare (Scale 4). Due to the possibility that
economic knowledge might, in effect, be a proxy for SES (that is, economic
knowledge and socioeconmic status might be highly wrelated, and observed
knowledge differences merely a reflection of differences in socioeconomic
status), a two-way analysis of variance was carried out to determine
whether SES and economic knowledge had strong independent effects. Each
was found to be a source of value differences in its own right.

Students of different races responded significantly differently on some
scales, with whites and Hispanics showing more support than blacks or
American Indians for the Americain economic system, and blacks showing
more economic alienation and feeRngs of powerlessness than other groups.
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Supplemental analyses show that theie differences are, as in Phase I,
primarily black - white differences. A two-way analysis of variance was
employed to separate race from SES effects', and it was determined that being
black was not simply a surrogate for low SES, but an independent effect.

Only one analysis yielded findings strongly at variance from the Phase I

research findings, and that anelysistoncernetiet of: respondents: It came
very much as4 surprise that-MardS, andlenialaS held economic attitudet that
were different at statistically significant levelsPPretestsek differences
appeared on Scales, 2, 4; 5 and 8. (In Phasej only,Scale 5 showed a difference
of comparable magnitude, with modestdifferences on scales CT, and 8.
Differences are, however, in a quite consistent direction between Phase I and
the Phase II Pretest.)

One might speculate that the greater sex differences seen in Phase II reflect
a higher mean age of the Phase II sample and the tendency Of attitudinal sex
differences to become morepronounced with the progreSS of adolescence.
(Mean age for the Phase i I lamps is 14years; for the Phase. I Pilot, 13 years;
for the Phase I pretests, 12.8 and 12.4 years respectiVely). Given the
association we have already seen between level of economiClmowledge and
attitudes, it is perhaps appropriate to take note of the contention that
"difference in economics understanding between males and females has
already developed by high school" (Siegfried, 1979: 4), with males holding a
statistically significant advantage. .

(For further details of the Phase II Pretest, see Ingels and O'Brien,1985.)

23
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4. Findings .3 the Attitudinal Impacts of Our Eionemy

A. Performance of the New EY! Items

At Phase II, five new items were added to the EVI, all pertaining to the role
of government in the economy. W,hile..at the Pretest these items did not
perform in a highly successful way, itWas hypOthesized that they might
become more significant to respondents after instruction in economics.

"Don't know" reponses decredsedmarginall9randpore:solor students:who
studied Our Ecentimy, but stilFremeined:COmpkiity84hi§hltudically, over
20 percent). In the factor analysikat text''AuSers:*;reiganiettiii new items
fared better than they had,atthe timfrof,the pretest; 7,,It the-gOvernnient.
were more involved. in the economy, it 8voulcVweitbetter:continued to form
a robust factor with its contrary (with*reliability,:de:Meastired by
Cronbach's alpha, of .7), although it did not fader together with the other new
items or any old items.

Our finding thus remains largely negative--the ninth graders in our sample
often lacked intense feelings about the "government in the economy* items--
although post-instruction analyses do decidedly show a pattern of stronger
and more consistent attitudinal response to these items. Nevertheless,
because of their weak performance relative to the items already in the EVI,
we do not include the new items in the remainder of this report's analyses of
text impacts on attitudes. (See the final section of this report for
recommendations about the use of these items in future administrations of
the EVI.)

B. The Central Question of the Analysis: The Effects on
Attitudes of Our Economy

1. A Note on the Date Used for the Anal pis

The Cedar Rapids and Durango samples fulfilled the conditions of an ideal
quasi-experimental design. With the Minneapolis sample, however, it was not
possible to find both comparison conditions--users of Oar fenfiemstand
users of alternative economics material--within the same school. Although
two similar schools were used, analysis If mean scores on the scales of the
EVI nevertheless revealed statistically significant differences between the
two groups prior to the instruction period. Because students in the different
conditions did not start out with similar attitudes, comparison of the
Posttest scores of Our Economy users versus users of alternative materials
is not appropriate, although it is of course possible to look at the magnitude
of changes over time for each condition independently.

3
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Another consideration that preventedAss from combining Minneapolis data
with data frenythe other sites is the far smaller number of students in the
Minneapolis sample (a Pretest sample of 147 for the Durango and Cedar
Rapids group, versus 45419r -the MinneepelisiPretest-Posttist group, and
another 88 for the Posttest-dnly group) Attrition for the Minneapolis group
at the Posttest was, morebvei;unespectedly dramattc. The 454 Pretest
respondents dropped to 352 aCthe-Postteet.

The comparative quality of the Minneapolis data is alsolirdoubt. Many of the
Minneapolis questionnaires werelf high,quality; many were. characterized by
large numbers of .questions. kipped-antityjitplaustiple'AndAnconsistent
responses, often abcornpiiniedby;irrelevak enatginaliasiint,gritPhic work. In
addition, we received a-nete,fre,,M one orthe:testadmpaeators warning'us
not to put much weight-on theTisponses, fromMitdieliiroom'S, si,:ce his
students appeared not to be taking- the,qUestionnaire.seittitisly, and'to too
often be putting down arbitrary answers to questions they had not read or
considered.*

* NOTE: Given that the Cedar Rapids ard Durango questionnaire data amear to be of exceptionally
high quality fcr a 9th grade respondent population, and that the Minneapolis data appear to be of below
average quality, the question arises as to why there should be such a difference. One reasonrnight be
the socioeconorni t status differences between the groups: low socioeconomic status classrooms,
notoriously, are poor testing environments. Another difference between the two test situations was
that, though both groups were assured of the confidentiality of their responses,only the Cedar Rapids
and Durango groups consistently used their own names. Some name identification, recognizable to the
respondent at the Posttest, was of COWSe necessary for the Pretests to be linked to the
Posttests. in Minneapolis, however, school regulations covering the confidentiality of certain
questions (for example, the ones that attempted to elicit socioeconomic status data) precluded us from
requiring real names, and fanciful names, as chosen by the student, were usually substitutedit well
may be that a student, answer's's() under the persona of Mickey Mouse or Darth Yaaer, feels a
diminished sense of responsibility to answer carefully and truthfully.
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2. Radios, from the Melo (Cedar Repids,& Derespo) Semple:

Does exposure to a semester (or less) of inStruction,witkpie Ica Our
Eceitemy affect the economic attitudes and velueS of Junior high school
students? This was the central question-at the evalueticin,tens,Wered.by
comparing the post-instruction-period attitudes oUtextusers and non-users.

The "text" versus "no text" conditionei-embiilie,d in-the tudy.design might be
seer in two perspectives. Flret, yekttii*-04,Clui7:40fityiy,'as-a.

comprehensive,and:StrafghtferweNlq:iotutiviictootpUOcOcimit:,poncepts
accompanied,byt:teriesofilltistretp*CoekttudieWenjoyAfee of
typicality which permitsAualiftedgerieralilatfenIffeh:iteleffeetpo-the
effects of ficonomics'eUrricultinvnitterials irr general Se013n,d;inateitight be
made of the particular Einiphate.s'et the-text; frotii-kihteh aiiii*O9i0ected
attitudinal change might,Whijnethi3slied: ;611fibilgh;Alilext,,OPOnscrs-hold a
strong value,,visitton."611 econvitpliSsiles, the turitieff*lepgnecto be a
descriptive presentation, enclAillitteAttelt to acCepted:cOn6003a0 facts.
The text sponsors have, however; hoped that inerediesi.econariie knowledge
and understanding,would have the-effect of enhancing ePpredietion'of the sort
of mixed market economy, in which pri,vate enterprise?hal"alerge role, that
prevails in the United States. And there is one values mfisagelhat comes
near to being explicit, namely thesefficacy of the individual in the economic
process. The text does attempt to help each student achieve greater
awareness of being an important component, both, as producer and consumer,
in the economy. Given these emphases, the scales hypothesized to be most
salient as indicators of text impacts would be 1, 3, perhaps 2, and 7 and 8 .

The analysis used Posttest scores adjusted for the Pretest scores as the main
technique for exploring changes. This technique, analysis of covariance,
produces a corrected change score that is less error-prone than b simple
change score. Table 2, based on the coverlets analysis, depicts attitudinal
differences between the "text" and "no text" groups, and compares.groups
receiving full- versus half-term instruction. Modest but statistically
significant "text" versus "no text° differences are seen on scales 1, 2, 3, 7,
end 8, and differences are in the hypothesized direction. Text u:ers are:

* more supportive of the free enterprise system scale (scale 1);

* they show more trust in business (scale 2);

* they feel less alienated (scale 3);

* they are more likely to feel that workers' trIatment is fair (scale 7); and

* they are less likely to express disagreement with the economic status

quo (scale 8).
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,I gni( icatiti:dif text zhchnen-users 7-are not observed
for-thiroif'Of (scale, 4), or on the priCe control.(scale 5) or
union (scale 6)' scales:°

Ode vlatitiliteteStiht tipdirAiSthat;asOn Phase 0i.qtieet of
eCohordi046tptctiOh.O.,,41yfit40004,0,110*Ofi-fit
scale. tleierftliel2(0,4;,t"

ehdi.

s

with Idwirlia 4#. aft.; ICU:Oven,
that:thOYtoct

.

result lSsoMiiii0p, further iefesis thy1 en;
in:P4aseil-r;:the.01-*asfadailnis ered,3d129 7 high AchooV ors*.a,Piiintaf

r.r.4,..t...z.,In.."`*,contratt,w10the, Oli*bight.scNolgr ,,,apt,1:11)1geriyoUth,-
showed signifiCantly*Ora4suppo0,1'.Ort meaktifir'iatir'd'
of rejection'OT:thealienoto.:4temxoti030,
business-(5cale,2,), ni.tdrittparliigis4ale,titaht Lotkiat nts` to: hose o heir`
teacher*Tiiire..2)P041PN4'Aitigatk.*4),C*00.,*

t.
phenoigeoon: tiOcners**00)-40-01***kifiv 103;-- *):(0;501:eT(1);.,
and showIess akieriatt904-i''.4!4,O.1,itStgpltiOn:tjy,,!leaf,,, nt aSiOs*(Scale
21. It might bcc'ispect.00.-ad;:thg,i4tAtt1005040fit,00

'it b4oth,,
srentrepeniprialand,conarithet Y.a),Uf$Will10,A*(0! al ;skepticism

than to .blind trust: If
so.;:thidat4*.(400t4#0teCOno-Jriiiihi_truction'cani atleast as an end-Of -course,attitudineelfeCtAarniAthisraturity-

and
knowledge- related trend.'

The design `of the study also allowed a compariion of the post-instructional
attitudes of students,with greatert,and:lesser exposure to the text. Thus the
question of whether the text has a greater impact with greater periods of use
is answered by the evaluation.

Analysis of covariance reveals' that a length-of-course effect appears on
Scales 3, 5 and 8. Thus, half-term text users show less emphatic
disagreement with the alienation iterns'of Scale 3 than do full-term users.
Half-temusers are also:Thorplikely to give stronger agreement to the
egalitarianyalues,of,Scale 8: Finally, half -term text users are more strongly
against a government role in, pride setting. I t may be that certain categories
of econornicattitude ar$more int luericed:by duration of exposure to
instructiohthan are others. It might be expected that the more psychological
scales, such as Scale 3, or scalet'with a strong egalitarian and, distributive
component (as contrasted to a production or econorilic efficiency emphasis),
such as 8, would be especially sensitive to duration of exposure, and show
more change with a longer course of instruction. (But it is far from apparent
why a length of course effect should appear also tor the price control scale
[51.)
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The existence of theskrirdest!:01k4040N0:40031*Changelot the
Posttest isindee"1 '*.0g0t( uh". m***41ontkmakes
POove*,4#f* duali i4tjtWAkybfidi Aact Of indiVi;0,Ot

econo004054)444-*O0***0001 -iistasi*cOuntel
infortnetthougtitfiiii*eealkiitroOLOKOtalti4Y0*4itit and (2)
that Ort',011401140t Iin''''' Tii,03eife fiiigslos#0,,,'',04:ititilis school -5

11.. A et* 3Cnti.vVthi0**'-'7tifct - be.
small. One,c3titiO*k*Weiiiikerf*her #ijOeft is%tudWnor,, ,,,,,,,,.,,,p,-other Studies4aki.4-400r0110400I0A, 11.ffi-. hic PlY01.114AheimplicatiOneothe*4**VIlLi e,..' 10-6-7,*9-,:*°001°
change Wiiich-y4',Seirl***VONO*0#,eckci fi*Olia',0144A,
nature: Or it-640, that*Oth:40011#4 *' ib iiiiiiiiifuntil
furtherIttorieffilic:Operience.*4140kfo, greater the

,,,,-.,,,,
attitudinal impact the,:eototo.**Wtckittj:isii,s 1:40**A9C1
deferred. What reasonably ' ' in010,i;4"*PRO4Of
text-related,,ettit0i*Oha*f0 iffi.): ,pisy#0010,V, :09fiikNOuth
economic attitud#Ao,,beWeiiktic 1.010 0:401:0004*tiKpiessurss
of in-school and iiiikf4c'hecileii orniiikesA*61480ii of this report
expands upon the possibilitite fiethieiype:of'f-restiereh:',

3. Fiediess.trate the tlissiapilisleliple.

Limitations of the MinneapOiAdtita-Were.sketchtki earlier in this-section.
Again, it was not possible to r.ealizeAhtiAwovioriOntsi conditions (Our
Economy users; userief:ether4aceiionlics..rnateriers) within the,sam school.
Like schools (similar SES and racial r&eketie),4ete:'ehesen for participation in
the study. Nevertheless, thetttieen.attifUde.SCorti of the two,schools at the
Pretest were. ignificantly differentottPeere than half the scales
(specifically, on scales ), 2, 4, 5,.cand 8). In additicn, the number of students
participating dropped, dramatically, at the,Posttest. Finally, data quality,
compared to the other jites, was poor.

While a covariance analysis contrasting adjusted Posttest means was
appropriate for the Cedar Rapids and Durango sample (where all comparisaon
groups, text users and:nori-users alike; 'Started out the same at the Pretest),
the limitations of the Minneapolis data argued for contrasting Pre- and
Posttest means Within each,instructional group, and refraining from
comparison across the grOups,(that is, Our Economy users versus users of
other materials). Thus, mean change was calculated. Students who had not
taken both Pre- and Posttests were excluded from the calculation of the
change scores. In addition, an exclusion criterion was in effect for missing
data (unanswered questions), so that to count in the calculation for a
particular scale, a respondent had to answer (a) at least half the scale items
and (b) the same scale items at Pre- and Posttest.
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Analyses revealed that for thei ,or.roqfoog grb*thereWOmstatisticallu
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For the group receivAngiinttruCtiinSiiitfra)**C5001t)terriafertelta
there werestatisti4 igcs4,11010.10,04011****401$40.;
On Scale q, theAltenatijOiiii,RbOletfriqPIfOlgiIirt 074101000-
alienation itims-irkenOreicttWittrkilfeRn4gieff',..4:Vtoosttest
2.8. On Stale '4; "GoViiiim9nt,ROKL44:I*41tarepidiSTrV'fOF the
scale dropped, from ti:A0,4't:. 4Ciiiiit",:::T'rfeI
Treatment; support ' thes.:6)lEfffiliiiiii-:71roP-43:-1.4'Ft'(ePlirtvitekii;"3:6 72,,istIPPP 'ffir.
(Posttest) -Tire, changes are .7!1:17:17,!7z!..irt:Ibi.,,,..!-;,,,.::::.:.;::::7== , i_ ,e,,,,,,,,..,,., .

We would surmise thatthis'44weelcirttrfolichangerrettects.ndtonlyt,., . ,.. , . ---st,.qi.,,,,-.: , , ,..- .,.the likelthOodthat,chafigieWbre,in->AbsolUteinagnIttide,:small,'-bUt also the
low number of students In the Minneapolis samiile;iind the confounding
effects of often poor data.
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C. , FpctOttvAsgotiiitair with , ,.00tibilSginitin.lniooctlif, an
Economics Curriculum's

. !-- :::',` ":'?:,`-;-:"%,: ' .::'. '.';'.. ', .,.::. -,,.
.,,,i--, t: -b.- -,,-,,,, .,,, .

1. The,EthictOPriteitillf.7lif.si sejl,tfr.:Cilds:cke"";I t.. . Y-1

, '-',^f 4 X e4:

ii;.a111,,, .quasi-
experimental
Al thotalh thk),MtnOipOli.17,s44iii:Tilktiii);14111?:i

af fordeto sPORititohltnicir,.\0, 7:4- igi"rn!o! 6:itili:riLrif:ii!1:11t11 ,ef4t,ii:t)iifbu;d1;05,1q'ueesnidesign
Earlier, We tnintioniitne;
upon stutlen0,k4-aiiiir-Rtt-sirt14010:,04-ithiAlitioiarii!

** 0.4:6'0'tiiiiiiik

scdres.Wotild
plate,. over ate

implications, and 't'' '''.'"I'llig00-00',Oiiiiiiiki'jh
-i'''4'1554":ii

theie-Postte4paiidOlaV-#010415 :6

same phtt,4006n:ediact il-;.1'''e P1"1"140,00-0i'4.rcitfiVCen:''

4,7,,gen-eliieii iti;9\ei"t***iii-igatfatfir'"n
;0'61;ii6intsit:#149Avol:#4,0*Iiiiiittacr"ft:

---1- i i.--;P?-T,"n'i.11gIcttftiff6iiiil:04:4;;III9:1114:"ar
In order to 'deierMin;4Wheti'iertth4re-4r.1:41';i:;::'.4'filon:::;n'I'fi:::::nd91''

-_, . ,,fiv,,,,-4'-', ,

. 4 ::c

the Posttest solree4105:,00.,Ottinityjto,:ot9 group Ot 5# Minneapolis
students available for the'Posttifit*y;:ank-studyMte'okonogigOvith
al ternati ve-lconomiCS materials; itiS:iitiliied., '1'f,', .

A ''

,, $ ?., .

Mean scale scores for the Posttest-only groupwort;ii.cOinpeed:Ittrthe mores
for respondents' from the sathe:sofioOit,W14,11adAakelOW,Pretand,posttest.
On seven of the eight Scale's ,of thk,01;;ntitOtiStlCallYr#19nificant: difference

.a\-

emerged. On Scale 51,."A"gainst GovernhiOntRelelifP14,0ettinethe,
-)0,.,:-..)2,

Posttest-only group and,the'pre4,and'hiOttestgeotiog.both fell in the neutral
range, but the Posttest-only group-w--Oinetiter:to,,diSig'reerhent with the scale .,

values. The price control' scale, thoAkriliablii?,:tOnsisftLof but two items
and is somewhat rrierginal to the brciod'Orid:vitalitontern6,,expressed in the
first four scales. In addition, it is peripheral to-the economics materials the
respondents were exposed to. Granting, these considerations, and the fact
that no other differences *re observed that could systematically be related
to the differences On-Scale 5, We,do not attach meaning to the difference on
this one scale. Giventhe overwhelming similarity ofresponses, this limited
test of Pretest effects yields a negative finding: we have no evidence that
pretesting in any way altered the attitudinal learning experience.
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2. Demographic set Kea*leige'Veriables

in this-section;-Witettinplythly;morelex Mehteilt,Contralled
circumstances).bflphes*It o-,theibaKdetyq
that werkepiiiii*In',40-korojoikstgOt;tesiiirii4041i0111:We look
at the'ireiOticiPshiti-00600'0,04#2:60#W9.04?,,OitiOthf(fitiflOir- =.00054,
and ectrigunicT'A*itilf0A*40ijnotitiOyofAhkowsivvjgg.?offect of
each of these:voriatilei'011:teit-tiSe

;;`".;.°'
7-the EV1' seal es.

Race. Our firstSteps, ity.:0Xaminyig:;repei.effect*,:;iy.teitojeOtOnOtii,
, . . ,

attitudes of differeitrabia140:114-,:,(er*Of80#10ttft
.8-. .- ,,7utedthe-text

When Posttest Metine=for.140:k01;8q4041.)$0;i0,00fiz#
arTsi(iiiektitee'-4sk",.::::".t -.:<", .v,.largest racial groups et)itti0-044#001*90141,1tegt' itACOSIttiPli(all,,,,-,---,,,-;wi..--

5

and all-siles);,,,signift:OntL9*,:cifftfrerOttipPM::: ibitScales`1-* t4 :* '' 2:(Support ter the;Ameticorlre..00/Oci
plejCift* ts-,,030,9)1,11f2",M11.114,SPess

,oppo*ArnertganAndian

andAlienati,o#only,:(Se93404;=1:

mean'was .54 (Pretestt.5:2),OvSchigt,):00,''re''Ctills.4':rel4ffitiletipmny..ttpoir4,of
P:7jt,,k.

groups significantly different(4100.105ileyel;*#161:40,tairth§t;4ihitet
were significantly different ft-O0,:titicke,**000-00:04-ftIltior7Scale
1 scores. On Scale 3, thegrOuWodoitto#40:411fletioliti-04,-.046ies.itio
whites only with a white Poitteetfneakeli,z7L(otiiiiiO4:0-,)4n:AmeriCan.
Indian mean of 3.0 (Oretest=3'.1")Iitid aft'bieckTiiietin-off.3.3-;(Eretest=3.4).

A particular subpopulation of the study (Oedar RapidS):Was utilized for the
two-way analysis of- race and text use effects. Thus, the possibly
confounding influences of site variations were exclUded;.es wasthe
Minneapolis data, which, though it corstainedihetighest proportion of black
respondents, was of lower quelity and did not offer Ahe Our Em my
versus no economics instruction contrast. The outcome of this analysis is
depicted in Table s.

Although based on but a small number of blacks (Nr.30; 14 text users, 16
non-users), the pattern is consistently one in which text use rather than race
is the decisive factor for predicting atttitudes differences. Only on Scale 7
(Worker Treatment is Fair) is there a statistically significant race
difference, and even here the text versus no text difference is stronger.

Sex. The Phase II Pretest showed unexpectedly stronger economic attitudes
differences by sex than hatfapp,eared at Phase I. Phast IF-Posttest
differences were stronger stillIsee Table 9). The four scales where
statistically signifitant differences had appeared at the Pretest continued to
display these differences at the Posttest. Where one sex had,changed after
the instruction period, so had tiii-:other'in tandem tilus .-Aintaininalhe
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relational:disparity: --infac(OtiOn,,#Wdiffersti,siirrtergt1;:ortitwo more scales
(3 and'7).,-WhilelernatiOnSW# Iiir614it''1.-.01,0fiIIpriatiOn and
PO-WellOiSt:00):400,:01',010)040tIllitllift,*if Ott:it .r4aresshowed a
lapger:00E-Jthuk Widetittra40**t10000N111,00lanietion,;,:.
chaiacterizect 0,,Spili:SefitktSCOreq00110,00Celyeita)71;:rttatment), where
fernalieUPp:Oit 107,36`,OCCAIft*Oit,Iit.Otta,i,10.444,00orgo0.1.1Ajd'the,
males Vifti,:stOtt#*01101,0tti0041tete:00:0".0:aPpeattIA, six,of- the
eighv.#614,:inciiidlitspOlttfiMOtyld#0014090%or AtiOnatigi and
PawerlitinOs7.alesc:Cintiatto;te'ialtatitnitCOnierne'Orthe,'1ext-th e
fact of mble- female attittide'differencesnantstUinegait unanticipated
saliency.

,N

Sex differences' for the sample were...foUnOn:eConOrniCknoWle,dge scores as
well as,attitudie:;)17iales-fiedfith attr-aca0,0)0LfC006:1445.1§0.'eccieee.
Both males and.fernalee,:undeigq0000041400740101:atiatachknOtilfdge-
gains at the Posttest, btit: ttleAla*S00fnifiA):000044/Atitagelitetaisted:
It should,be noted that, netIonallkOjethiglyeg0044Orniktdeilltinding
tests such as the Joink,(OUtiCi4niptOrniqdigallionf47fetlifigiConolitit
Literacy" show -a maleisCorierrilt:44coKed*,iid4ht440,4§01**Itiltiiiinektii,
1981) as does trtbstoMhemailable;literatUre 40011 04el s'o 04040 an
primary sChool'IMacDoWelt,SeMWanti*Opeit,,1917,;*reybee,,Birtibatirn and
Green, 1983). Therefore, additional-atialgaes were conducterrib:stelf
male-female attitudinal differences.werefindependent of economic knowledge
differences for this sample,

A two we analysis compared scale, score differences for males and females
across the range of tour economic,knowledge categories (high to low) for the
Cedar Rapids-D:1*ga text user population. Controlling for level of economic
knowledge, sex remained a statistically significant source of attitude
differences on Scales 2, 3, 5, and 7 and 8. 'However, Scale 3 evidenced a

special pattern; where Sexdifferences were extreme at the low levels of
economic knowledge, but there was near convergence at the higher levels:

Level of
Etsasmic

Ktrildig MALES FEMALES
1 (Lowest) 3.6 3.1

2 3.2 2.7

3 2.4 2.3

2.2 2.
1 = reject scale values 7 = egret with scale values

Figure 3: Mean Scores on Economic Alienation and Powerlessness
Scale (3), by Sex and Level of Economic Knowledge
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Although this pattern is notgeneralizable to the other, less psychological
scales, it does suggest, for a scale;of.centrallfriportanc from the
perspectiVe of Our Ecenomy:s'intencied.attitidd4:iriipadt,lhattex
differences in economic attituciesAht dithiniShAftaleS,and-females
equally could be brought u0qc.:001'ghest levels of'ecdnonieknoWledge. This
in turn may help to explainiy4i'flakSeare,3,,seX ciffteretiekare,statistically
insignificant for. UserSbroe.i,tokte-yengiO(ighseXis#W0 l: as `levelof
economic knowledge is'a:soUrcefofattit4e.S:,iliqOrejil0'0.0,:zik,qt:cpOrse,
beyond the scope ihisrepOrt tOornritelittOn.,tile;h1OlOintroy,erSial%and..
puzzling finding,ofMileqeitale;;gifferend4inixlegIoredenci000oWleOge
at the junior and seniOr:hign ;scnoOl letel:-,1134wedakpolhOtifffie.Poisibility
that some of the attjtude'differences iieSee,,rh,*04nipiart,a:fOction of
these knowledge differences, and this May'OsO:partitula'ely Mr Scale 4
(where sex differences lost their saliency whenMteiintf011ed'for different
levels of economicknowledge);:andira qualifiedtenSejor'Scale 3.

Economic Knowledge . A major assumption underlying this research has
been that the text's attitudinal impact would come primarily as,an effect of
increasing students' fattual knowledge. The strong relationship seen between
economic knowledge, as measured by a factual test, and economic attitudes,
suggests such a relationship, but does not rule out, the possibility that the
text may have an impact in other ways as well. After all, factual knowledge
may be an overly narrow test of the cognitive effects of Our Economy. It
might have an attitude impact through other, cognitive changes, not measured
by knowledge scores. In addition, there may be noncognitive or affective
elements of the economic socialization process that are brought into play by
the interaction of text, teacher, and the classroom environment. Given these
possibilities, it is requisite to explore whether level of factual knowledge, so
reliable a predictor of attitudinal differences, explains the whole, or only a
part, of the text's attitudinal impact.

A two-way analysis of economic attitude differences was used to
simultaneously view text effects (EVI scale scores of text users versus
non-users) and effects of economic knowledge (EV1 scale scores of students
with different levels of economic understanding). If Our Economy has its
attitudinal impact purely by virtue of the increased level of factual
understanding that it transmits, one would expect to see, on any given EVI
scale, no statistically significant differences between text users and
non-users, when comparing like groups at any of the four levels of economic
knowledge specified by the economic knowledge test. Given that there were
no systematic or statistically significant differences between text users and
non-users at the Pretest, should instructional factors other than factual
knowledge be operative, differences between text users and non-users at each
of the four levels of economic understanding might be detected.
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.The two-way analysis of the text versus no text (Cedar Rapids and
Durango) -extentOconomic knowledge, vvasa powerful
predictor of statfOttcallY,significant?,attitudiS differences. Thekdifferences
appearedo'n The.tiCktir*Viri dIso 1:1ad-ajstrong,independenteffect, on,soMe*Olgl(-1

i;:7M:;i1):thrAtv,,iicktin,dtlierip:i?4:i5.,-.qr'Thus,
users of 'Our Economy.. are:mori2= :likeijr to give: "st ong*pport:to ,4*
American,,e6nomic system ri(SOje i!dore;',11i0ty!:to.,s400-,ti011vt
Business- items

n t
is fair (Scale 7)., and-are

lessAiktely.tOja§i'eeiWkillteMS:7!attadkfnif-Oie
economic Status quo for distiibUtive unfairtie#(01e*,:ttiarOre-tion-Users
of the text fa the same ranking oreedififilk;:ikithi;/eile:,,,
The independent effect of text use on.thesti:toueattiti*Scales'sugg'ests that
some of the impact of the text is not entirely mediateCkby-factual knowledge.
In most cases (Scales 1, 7, and 8), the text apparentlkeinfdrce8 the effect
of increasing knowledge. With Scale 2, however, text use dampens this effect
(see Figures 4, 5, and 6).

Level of
Economic
Knox Imigo

Text
Users Non-Usea

I ( Lowest) 5.3 5.1

2 4.9 4.5

3 4.7 4.5

4 (HipbrI) AS 44
I = reject scale values 7 = agree with scale .lues

Figure 4. Mean Scores on Trust in Business Scale (2),
by Text Use and Level of Economic Knowledge

It must be emphasized that what we are calling a "text effect" may be a ';-)

broader factor associated not specifically with Our Economy, but with the
curriculum process more generally. It might, for example, be the case that
those who have undergone economics instruction have been exposed to more
affective elements of economic socialization by their teachers. Thus, it
would not be surprising to see students' attitudes become, in the course of a
term of instruction, more like those of their economics teachers. We do not
think that this scenario fits this particular case, however. ( I ) although
teachersdiffered in their EVI scale scores, we did not see significant
differences between groups of students taught by different teachers; and (2)
while teacher influence is consistent with, for example, the increased scores
of text users on Scale 1, it seems hardly consonant with the text effect for
Scale 2, for teachers scored lower on that scale than did their students at

U
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Pre- or Posttest. Still,Ahe fact remains-that wrat we have analyzfla as a
"text effect" for certain Of fhe'Scales;eis,an attribute'of,ecommic
instruction for the grOup in question, and that.thelpitcise role, 4f any, of
Our Economy in producing this effect is a matte; for specuiation.
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more
strongly

agree

more
moderately
agree

Scale
Scores

6.2

6.1

6.0

5.9

5.8

5.7

5.6

5.5

5.4

5.3

5.2

5.1

SCALE 1: SUPPORT FOR AMERICAN ECONOMIC SYSTEM

1 (lowest) 2 3
Level of Economic Knowledge

Text Users No Economics Instruction

4 (highest)

Figure 5: Affirmation of American Economic System by Level of Economic
Knowledge and Use of Our Economy

Scale
Scores

5.4

5.3

5.2

5.1

5.0

4.9

4.8

4.7

4.6

4.5

4.4

4.3

SCALE 2: TRUST IN BUSINESS

1 (lowest)

Text Users

2 3 4 (highest)

No Economics Instruction ___

Level of Economic Knowledge

Figure 6: Endorsement of Trust in Business Scale by Level of Economic
Knowledge and Use of Our Econqua

th scale values, 4.0 neither agree nor disagree, 7.0 w
ale vapes



5. Collateral Data: Factors Associated with Differences
in Economic Attitudes

A. Socioeconomic status.

In the Phase II Pretett, statisficallvignificant differences were found in
the attitudes of students Of-,differeriVsociPkOnonli.(sfatUs; specifically, on
Scales 1, 3, 6, 7, and:8:4itthti:,PiiSitiCtiidiffergniesi*ertseenion.Scales
1, 3, 4, 5, 6,

and'8.,..The4OitifeOneetkWereStrAhii*peOtedcicifteOton,tand
Phase II Posttestrestilliaciely;'.recapiti440.,-sWith'040;.4ritifiblittlie
findings of Phaseil

economic system(dCalikA) increased with
Level of "Trust in putinese

(Scale,2):didinoVSigtiiifcailfity!vaittOkittiitepts
from different socioetOnomic:batftrounds:'

DiSagreente'rit*tti'.Aili,iffeniction
and powerlessness items:(Scale 3)1increaked;with-hilner tgS::=SiiPpiirl for
government's role insocial welfare (Scale 4) was strangestAriiongsthose of
lower socioeconomic status...

8. InV 1st in Public Affairs

Another variable that was explored was *interest in public affairs." Three
questions were asked on the Phase II Posttest to gauge this interests

* How interested were you in the election campaign?

* How often do you watch the evening television news?

* How often do you recd the local aid national newt sections of the newspaper?

These three questions were recoiled and summed to form a 5-point interest in
Public Affairs variable. Respondents were divided into High (interest)
Medium and Low groups, end their responses on theEViscales were compared.
Analysis of this variable-revealed no differences between those of high,
meClum, and low Interest public affairs on the Trust in BusineSs,
Government is Responsible for Social Welfare, and Price Controls scales
(Scales 2, 4, and 5) (see Table 12)

However, significant differences were detected on Scale I (Support for the
Free Enterprise System), where the: high interest group showed a mean of 5.8,
the medium group 5.6, and the tow group 5.4; and for the Economic Alienation
and Powerlessness scale (Scale 3),,where the high interest group was the
least affirming of alienation items, with a mean scale score of 2.5, the
medium interest group had a mean of 2.7, and the low interest in public
affairs group a mean of 3.0.
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In addition, statisticallyjsightficentdifforenceetWere deteCteiPtn Seale 6
(Against Powerful ,Unions), Withhighetinterektqkpliblie:eff aesoci ated
with lets Support or.unions; f!irScileltrikrkert,Receive.fair:Treatmenti,
where higher interest affedrelefaseedletedMith'stronger feelings
that workertireceive fairtnicatmentiand,on Stale 8 t'Againet the Economic
Statue where.higherintorost in,publio_affeirt is:aseociated with
lower scale

t

The public affairs interestxatiabe.is reiated:togs,and economic knowledge.
Nonetheless, additio,nalresittS:(two-wa4analytetiot,Vaniakee):inditate that
the effects of interest in411110iff4rOf*aletY1A.:kiend-Otafe
independent et Afiese of SESiandiFcbriernie:krieWle'diVAVW0,4dAlsOr, then,
that interest inOublie.affairOieinit
intersection betWelin economic attittilesind ceetrifitatheiIiititiviors and
di sposi .

C. Political Orientation

In the instrurnentidevelcipinentphitec:Ofthis reeeg6h4hase#we were
surprised toifindtthatOolitictii:Aiertg*filiatiok*asvnerally a poor
predictorof orientetienonAiie-eight aftitucW4alekottthe EK-tiudentsz.

allied with one orthe other politidal:Oetty'did netiliPortedifferent attitpdes
on these scales. To further explore this- elationship:4Orlack of relationship,
additional political inferinatienouestions were asked in Phase II.

We approached the analysis of theseitems aware of a possibly confounding,
possibly illuminating circumstance that was.specific to the Phase II study,
namely, that between the early September Pretest and the early January
Posttest (second week of November for the half-term subsanyle),
presidential and local election campaigns would take place. The 1964
election seemed one whichoosed a clearideological choice between a liberal
and a conservative presidential candidate, aride'eemed an election with a
heavy focus on economic issues: At the same time, the salience of economic
issues, end of clearcut.ideological.choices, seethed as though it might have
been more apparent than real, given the large numbers of selfdeteribed
liberals ano Democrats willing :to irate for an avowedly conservative
Republican, and given the surprising fluidity-of political party identifications
as reported by adults just after the election. The insulating of adult partisan
attachments in 1984, we thought, might well leave their adolescent offspring
less sure of their party or ideological orientations.

Students were asked a number ofoolitically-oriented questions. They
were asked: What politicalcparty do you lean toward? Only 35.68 of the
students were willing to strongly commit themselves to either party, and
fully 31.38 had leanings toward neither party. It is of course unclear whether



the large number of uncommitted'respondentS:reftects-aorsistent
generatibnal difference; or whether a&palilical socialization'proceeds,
partisanship will.reduqe the,uncommitted 'categary::tintetnei.SpOng,1984
Phase 1,saw a similar proportion of UncoMn-iiitedTespondentS, it -i's Unlikely
that lack of strong partisanshiprefiects the-participacconditionsOf the
1984 election.

Respondents also were asked to rank themselves on a 7-point libaal-to-
contervative stale.- Responses in percentages,appear below:

2.7% Yery Liberal
6.1% pool
6.2%' Sllohtly.liberai

22.3% Moderate; middle of the road
7.0% Slliht14 Conservative
6.2% Coriaer4itivi,::,
2.0% YaryConserVattve

36.5% No 001 Mon or don't know
11.0% No Response-

Only 30% of respondents were willinTto.categorizelhemselves as
either liberal or conservative; and if we drop the "Sitghtlyiiberal" and
"Slightly Conservative* categories, strangliberaltconseni,ative identifi-
cation is claimed by only,PX:of the sampleisThafeelingpiat an-Ideology
label might be more meaningful to ninth graders than'edeetU affiliation
label would seem, in this instance, misplaced.However, on some political
matters respondents were more emphatic and sure.

The Posttest Student Questionnaire asked which candidate was favored
by the student in the November presidential election. Here 50.2% favored
Ronald Reagan, 35.3% Walter Mondale, 5.9% "Other," while 8.6% did not
know or had no opinion.

Even given the substantial numbers of respondents without firm party or
political ideology identifications, we may ask again what predictive power on
the EVI scales such identifications had for those students who expressed
them. When the ideology scale was employed as an independent variable and
the scales were used as dependent variables, no significant scale score
differences emerged between students of differing liberal/conservative
identification.

However, and most unexpectedly, political party identification proved to be a
strong indicator of attitude differences (see Table 1.3). There were
significant differences by political party for all scales except Trust in
Business. Republicans were reliably different from Democrats in their higher
affirmation of the Support for Free :If-prise scale, in their stronger
rejection of the Economic Alienation scale, in their lesser affirmation of
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government's respOpObilitg forsoCial iviell;reeinitheit#position to
gaYeAketit*i."01R., sikt,000:40,0:*00400PtiiikkOheit greeter
tetysiiegitalgOii;i0Obtfkoite0It'y:OktOSOitzlity.ditii.settile6ser
agiiieMentIVithpoi4ite0004ti*A.0,000,1116,T.01,9040:k hIl t one
thitriSiliti4astiyiaViiine:404 0,10,01-peOldpatzanotteltireViik,"Itat of the
expectationtr.gine6t0',4gickl,100440 " ASuft8ikefrepojfi 'f

*

' .Y)

It ityneettain wfiOolitICar) ,611. ri911 egoile so rpuch
tettlier4hit'rne/re-

dealing:with, a larger:iftidiligt1;04#48r,7,0,0101.41{:affid.Plilimei0Oksibitoping,
to contribdte'td,thfS'offia.:-:10ato.,:00,40,toikttroitkPOSIdent):agelii.ctfon,
campaign, in whictiAhr.ee q4,tirteit 01;iftidentl'i,e4feite000tiiniloderafe
interest,Infltiented Those who nlreadg..hadlehieAikditidgAOWartr'
partisanship.
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D. Lout of Control
, 1. .

Anothet ypriatilillY4:;!149,e).019,redgn0.4s0edviliths'Atttributional
_

:. -3.?--A r*,.-°-, :,,..:
tendencies 'ke*JtOnclentejioritk".$130f.toAnottot,o3nfic;iteferentceSjOr
individual,, nx,.,,i, 4A, .,_14,..-' ,-', -.A.14:-:_7,:----.'. ,,,,--...,,,,----;=;--,),-$,,,, '-, ,-,,,,,,,,-,_:: ',cps. _ ,of individUelsqrssilltiiit lit is ,14.i ocu isrf!;_ksi-riArbrit,b 0,0 edIrolva. ,-,,: --4-,-, cv-1 ,-f, 4: -": : -:-A r:1)- -
mostlyjntectIor orfenOttOrkAistelen e Soje t Oiiirotdiffiiiontes.
to factors- iotofnot%tfttitojtiotta4 ,.. ....--4,-%,-..g,

2.: ostj ,,,,,,,,,,s..1N-1,...-,, .

entattdro,or,,,tendency to Ni Ei,:y&dgtiftt03.'0Ctitejt4 IiiiitractO eiditii4 6'1044.4! ..`

individual. thirist0.1001070#8710-13*,*01:04k,
A,-._,--4-..-' ,..s-,,. , ,.. ,-,.__

attribution meanS40:,bothfSttideW k4iii' effi iiireork-- '-fe,,
. nl.%,

.t, ke , , '. ." iIt is interesting*Otlkthat44,418nAtan slirlippp arit*faCtcr, such as
socioecOnorniC'stat4i*00440goitiotto . iiiiiiibiltili tiTiitioyilivo1. 5.,,,,,,i.,:y-r;,,,,,.i.A.1, Pd.:!":14;,',414'. 'fliTeachers,apParentlyV*far:Mbrivielghtf 0' itta, mil-.. -- ,,, - '. -,-.,,-v-,c--%-?,,aat-..

rpund,,Vonjable,
,i.,.

_. :than do theitAtudentt,..Peithaps!i twod.iiiitilttieen, :, s oc . fr Vhich-they--, ''''';', 1 '-^,r VII",1;)e_,-.-:',:)11.,%;,,, 4 , 111'.'-.,i ,..4 , "t`)--:441",:.... 4" .'differ -tith.them atthOugp ,,i, nfi)s40/.1: thCea,,g.8141 ,..... e 40 :*Int-ttOPie'l'011Tere c
items shoUldii)jitiiremarked;4;

Earlier,t4e stated tkiata priniakipurOdst ofifiii0Congrni00.8$,tbdok that
was utilized in this studY-410'finhoilbeitUdiintsktfeefirii\iiit46thcithic-''- -,--.._.,-....,..f...;=4;-&-----,-','efficacy. Scale 3-OftitS;:yr-may,:;,b(4 e., esc 1. bed;asWmeasui:siot economic

a,,..- ,--.4.,- .-t- __,-,-,-.,,,.-- --,-alienation and pOwerlitsn45,,otAcc;tyl 0 TE-,-.9ytkr;-,ppconartItc,,:.;efficacy.

.#170,=*-,fin Air:10011y* ::.,ptprntillyAnd, of Course, the 'feeling:theftPei:IOWA-

controlled, is;commqfily0194.b00I'',0*flotutkOt.ite:0110.0)0tpersonal
efficacy, while the feelingthOPne'S'-fate'.00:anteolyigog,;tociptaljdr.!,
external factors mayteo'sUppdsed,10 becalSatcire` Of ISSOnge-Pf-;.Persdrial
inefficactj. For this.reason, we' soUght Inditeettot AKS,relaticinihip between-
students' responses to Scale 3 of the EV1 and their internal versus, external
attributional tendencies.

ure4displtgs

Seven of the nine elements in the attribution question were utilized to create
an internal versus external locus of control" variable, conforming to the
following four cells:

c. intelligence f. qualified competitors
(Stable) d. education, skills b. available jobs

(Unstable) e. works hard
g. has initiative

a. luck

Internal factors (c.,d, e.,g.)'were give. a pies value, summed, and divided by
four; external factors (1.,b.,a.) were summed, given'a minus value, and divided
by three. The internal and external values, were then coMbined to form one
locus of control variable: The locus" variable had trange.of- -1.00 to +4.00,
and a mean of 1.4. It was thus skewed towerd4 Internal.10cus.

..!*4



FIGURE ****9N ocus0g!,,,coNwp-AEsppripEs1

O. Some people are 60ondieciliY4uChile4ir-0 fia , ''----

housing, fOr example)
1."1414.:""e4 an4.as explanations f,d#,,,,,e4vah,,,A,,,,,,,,,,,,,!pr,FA,E?-ei,,,been

suggested
give your, opinion-000 e''-iiiiiiir4'' -vz,

between
':,/ lidliPI,01040it,about:. ".Please

think a factOr ls,,,, t.,,,,iii-f",i4itil:Eiatir
,

r,..0 tom?
1,,,,,,, k,c^ .4-,.1-'

Wil The less'1!";t::4.tt' In.important YOU 'thin*,,A4aOtOiar'
., , oweraf

.,

STUDENTS

NOT VERY
IMPORTANT

.::IMPORTANT

Don't
Knoci'

1 2

THEIR TEACHERS

NOT VERY
IMPORTANT VERY

IMPORTANT

1 2 3

8

Don't
Know

8 .

How important is each factor below in explaining how economically well off(successful or unsuccessful) an adult individual is?

STUDENTS
TEACHERS

3.7 ... a. luck (good luck, bad luck)
3.5

5.8 ... b. the number of jobs available in our society 5.5
5.0 c. a person's level of intelligence

6.0
3.9 ... d. a person's family background (for example, rith parents and

childhood advantages; poor parents, disadvantages) 5.1
6.3 ... e. a person's willingness to work hard

6.7
5.4 f. the number of well-qualified persons competing for jobs 5.6
5.9 ese g. personal initiative (for example, will power, determinatioi 6.7
2.8 ... h. a person's race or ethnicity (advantage--or disadvantage

(for example, discrimination) because of the group one

comes from)
3.9

6.3 ... i. a person's education and skills
6.3 ,



Internal ticits

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Level of significerice for **eel) groupeclif!erenee: .p( .0001

Thus, we can iie'i,that the lower tilti4egteeptlfiternal:Tek:14-Pf, control, the
higher the -aft renati cifAhe: Warlas40741t Ms of 'Scale 3.Zc

Mite- that despite the-asieCiatienlvtitieinS*041!,(09COS:ierControl, and
despite the fact that the, Scale 3itdOS:ofteit useOli0Viihinged over time,
the underlying locus of control orientation of the respondents appears to be
stable.
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E. Information- Sources
-

The Phakeril:Peettes,.Oetionheirefaeledielj)4eiittiibttilt9:014-tyraiik order
to selectedAn:iptiffejtileerpesib.9404,itf4tiiiititiSefihdikatittWOOlfas_to
be regerdit4,0;iikelgitbillieStinpt#41,04490000140)413 ergo :Tank
the Otte' IfeVin.,terrne;:efe S/Ptiftifown best Orsonalltipinieti,4444erlguk00,011.Weeptiitteterie(utente
who acc,00844,eacliet*904iiivi)009.01***000001011,01)0,*
sourbe*pui4birnirojoi#000iieti***atfttiosiniVoOttie.
support the text eififietileitigttefilittlthq.ti**

,appear below; .

Prestige:. yhO,is;beit. informed?
Rank ,Metan,
1. theP0101444100,t,:.4**Plir reporters)
2. leodaii*******01J 7.2.2

5.3

3.
4. . teachers
5. clee9(1.(iiiiiiiiii*,;priests,ra6bis)
6. your fellow ell-OS(01es:

Utilization: Who ertilhe respondent's bestsources?
1. theaedie
2. parents,
3. teachers .

4. de:Ablates
5. Wait= leaders
6. clergy

Combined rank (prestige + utilization):
1. the media
2. parents
3. business leaders
4. teachers
5. classmates
6. clergy

2.1
2.5
3.4
3.8
4.2
4.9

From the point of view of curricular effects, the comparatively low ranking
of teachers as en information source, and the high rankings for media sources
and parents, suggest a possible limitation on the role of the curriculum as a
conveyor of attitudinal change. (A comparison that might profitably have
been pursued, but was not in this study, was prestige and utilization of
various written information sources, such as textbooks, magazines and
newspapers.)

To further explore the relationship between student views of teachers as
information sources, and their economic attitude differences, the combined
rank responses were grouped into those showing high, medium, and low
ratings of teachers. No significant attitude differences emerged between
these three groups when their EVI smile scores were compared.

P

-
-Pa ,14.4.



F. Teacher Differences' '' 7

studefftsiiiiiiia-
-.

i?'1f:-,9',P1.,i,::9F1.0_14.1:.'t
eie-:TeacherS'rsil ,i1eit-tir; (11,ifisoc,otoyer whetherStilde,nts; -,W

thut 'ibii,-iitiiii-- c'lls10,,,c14:70-0,,,I,"t'iiit.6:t.iiitik;siir,h1-

I:4,1140K ,i,i,,,::ti _ .

e.._,_;,, _,,,,es,lpittoofits4ith.,:?6,iitiolit
of*Iti-w;iffi,, is4,1!C,,,(Frfigt. We

the'ettitud
re5tlyi(oisk

possibly
' that*--1,40:60ts,,o'vai,igtktPO4tiiii;-44,Pia,479:tillitot'l

rig,

teach-ei-e-:49140314e:rilzaiit.4-?,-,10,1-01iiiiii&itiffirMA,:fq,koattattiffiat ----7_,,,-,,,,,;,r,,,odesibittiiiiiniTA--1-,%-:.4.-g.Ilest4ifetor.-

orientations. -4-47!"-ightt
hole

-,v zpse. ikiltir";''''' -'' '''"
we

could:

,,.. ,Or,- ,y,itrenifit ,,i.,-..,,, -,--- ---,,JOughta,:.M.
a- i -I- -7-Asik,(T:tliefeI_

of some teacher .4 --;'s.egtiq1u61iiriiA--f'z:-1,-

I's ., - elcifdifibiii".4

any systernat*
as to. how

.)Agoitdoiiiii.
-'1,:lif:-,,e'`,"")!*...

... O,,, Ahe teXt tiii): be (i''''14 -"'"ter VxtiP",:oWififcffio4

Si ndext:tiee
differences in attituue

,ic ifferente- 'f '.."- "'4','-'''',,--- ---41-m-ti.,.'
",'"' '

d°71t:leY'Us' 4 ''''''4'7)::, :,,,,.I.'6.,6i..pl.'.'t:daA*'41:7::::i::''

classrooms

:. irn; ,..p acAi ,.e_ss,pcioteil1*.'fl' ''ile-117crP
teachers

,-. .

For en analysis of thklteadhervariable;)0e,c000"440004,eaLerslilio had
used the text Our firta,fUll,terkiferte0040;i4h, ouppiiej".,a

r.large pool of student reepondents,,
a 100X response rate tirthe teacher' questionnaire. Thile;:i*heeedifferences
occurred, the teacher data could be linked to the datatrOniithiteachers
students.

Means were calculated for the groups of students whehad studied with
the seven relevant economics teachers: A Scheffef analysis wee:employed
to determine which groups were significantly different at the.05,evel (that
is, a probability of no more than 1 in 20 that the difference measured was due
to chance). Of the seven groups, groups 1 and,3 were significantly` different
from group 2 on Scale 4, but on the other seven scales, the,Scheff(precedure
showed no two groups significantly different It the .05 level. This then, was
a largely negative finding: differences in teachers did not seem to make for
differences in attitudes for this group.

The finding that there was little in the way of teach .r-specific attitude
impacts is in a sense surprising, for the curriculum development literature in
recent years has placed strong emphasis on the the ability of teachers often
to ignore or subvert the formally prescribed curriculum and its texts
(Goodlad, 1977). In addition, primacy has frequently been ascribed to a
largely teacher-defined and classroom- specific "instructional situation,"
with individual classrooms and ability groups viewed as key social units
which must be incorporated into analytic models for educational research
(Barr and Dreeben, 1983).

However, the lack of strong teacher effects may be less surprising when
placed in the context of the other information wo know about the teachers in
this group. They gave similar reports of use of their classroom materials



ri*

1.

t'

''" , t 3
-

.

(degree of reliance on the tito.sf i'j0 contrasted to OttieeteaChing, Mated als;
number of .4haPters-.stilidiedzpoictogo)i.:04-0***,00):..-4.or'etiler
teachers generVy rtiOdi=tidIfe*4:410ii**higKe..deyrie,alifsmittafaCtion with
Out EcolicOgi-l'hey:404Iphl&a:64:ftiefts!ifttaiscIlr'a0ariety:4Of areas,
and thag.;:affiem4tifik04;410401*-0MtiI0'01P§

ithe:Okt.

Given th*tiolViltPartaiVadtiOeeMie,t*,600,:tiaaCherand ..student needs,
it would not t)rprtS14:4ctftrr,o*o):04#:gokejp*f*pdtwoifthi;*maL
economics currictiku'itoimot-*-:**000htiotoli cikaSiliaM. If so,
the, :e Would- ,be-,larttiii:t,'yiaip',,Oes****(iiixpecipii*teilifier=
asiociate&diffirencej;intheihipaCtt alAheAext, 'the'lltieStion of teacher.
impact', thenjernainsiinreSOlved-bYlhis study.
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6. Findings, from thelteachers the,Studg, -

A. Teiichir Backgroin'e end Characteristics

Si xteen econoMi*eitChiqi:8#hjitti112:reqUeSttO:,.complete the
Teadhef: Questionnaire *xiti,e ,,nUmbef encompassed i 66 '
conditionHokitiiii". niiiiai.-;::it"-lif-:;igriiitr:Pe:f,t,itIlitr.6,,eirtn,i,e.,17,14.srt.pk,c orR po4fiiiil g s bs, but,
only twd-(iitiiAK groji:6::' 't'I''',-:pa cikitiiiii0hoOli) of theteVit4liiheitpotit
instructoriiitio'l, aughtks dent's: in kOmpief.i.: ,

. . ..,.,

`-i5v,: -:,._,t :,;;,.-:,,,,.. , nr , , , ,
,,, . ;Of the sixteenteacheirs, were :401018%,; 18,4,4017.04hiales;.atidione,didinot'

answer the-texq0eStiOic ':Fifteen-relOrtedit1)eitif0,0119,06,4hit,dick
,1-, - t4

not respond tothkrace-qieteeti40:*0.4(COdlogio taitti*f±.4141.04.- -: i'
-1' ,,,, , .-,:- ..,..' :,:,,,,teaching experience:the ratige:WaS;freinig,to*w efirei.;ytiSikiirnean of

,? 4,

Nine of the teachemheld almilslers4egrmfei.ehe-0, A. pi uVgraduote
credits; two ha ,a ftiie0ie**,40Atiei440Stion:
Teachers were aSked,about their, academic.back ***mice.' Ten of
them reported that they had takeir"Olie.Of two university courses in
economics, four reported "thre'e to ive," and one "six -or more."'

When asked whet social studies subjects; they had most frequently taught in
the last year; 12 had'most frequently taught: American;Historg, two had
frequently taught and.2did het,,resi)ond. In terms of second most
frequently taught subject, eight cited economics, two government, two
geography, one American history, and one current events.

Finally, teachers were asked about their political philosophies, and asked to
compare their political orientation to that of their students. Generally,
teachers thought of themselves as somewhat more liberal than their students.
On a 7-point scale, ranging from 1 for Very Liberal to 7 for Very Conservative
(with point 4 standing for "Moderate, middle of the road"), thelmean for
teachers was 3.4 (between Slightly Liberal and Moderate) and the mean
assigned to their students was 4.6, between Moderate and Slightly
Conservative. (While students themselves responded to this same scale, the
large number of Don't Know response showed that the ideology labels were,
apparently, not highly meaningful to them.)

Characteristics of teacher re.. pondents in this survey conform closely to
those reported in the 1961 National Survey of Economic. Education (Clark
and Barron, 1961) whose composite economics teacher is typically white,
male, over 35, with over ten years teaching experience and, in 57% of cases,
a master's degree. Clark and;13firren also confirm the recent trend of at least

-4a.



some acadeMIC baCkgriiundin'econctnioe foritoifji;nfor. and senior high
school econorniesleitherilalthotit su-Cii-,04teeityortis typically not
extensive-end usuallyFdoes not inCliideWoriihinethdas of teaching
economics).

In view of Ihrblan(cA4hiteliffferenCee 3'1tot:ihe overall
sample, theleck:'of
interest:OiVen the evenAdtil#0MeOMOO':00;,*;(00010AfftetenceS
observed both-at f0;0010:(0,S.,es a
subject matter is Dften,0060e4stiOat4pe.::(400tadt.1tik4Attr4erig 1980),
the ektreMelgiow finiateitePreeentstion'aMeng*phOn#0:kteaChiri in the
sample Should' be noted also.

B. Teacher Evalualaiii3Of Our Economy.,-.

Teachers were 63ked tolssess the content-of OurEcon#my with respect
to issues 'of value. FourteerileadhefOiespended tothie question; their
answers are.given'in'percentage form:'

Our Emmy--

1. suffers from valuational bias 0.0%
2. has explicit val uestance but materials presented

%without bias 14.3%
3. has implicit valikstence but Metetiolrpreiented

switiout bias 57.1%
4. text is value-neutral or value-free 28.6%

Teachers were-next asked how comfortable they personally were with the
value orientation (or lack thereof) of the text. Not unexpectedly, given the
consensus that Our Economy does not have a value bias, teachers were
overwhelmingly comfortable with the orientation of the text:

Teacher was--

1. extremely comfortable. 13.4%
2. comfortable 73.396
3. somewhat comfortable 13.3%
4. extremely uncomfortable 0.0%

Teachers were asked to rate Our Economy's effectiveness, on a 7-point
scale, in transmitting knowledge, interest in economics, a sense of
economic efficacy, and attitudes and values. The overall rating,
combining these .our elements on a scale of 1 = lowest, 7 = highest, yielded a
mean of 4.8, with the four constituents receiving the following ratings:



°

Text effectiveness in
transmitting-- Mon

1. keit:441S 5.4' 6.0'
2.. lette*ti "JO "Obs 44 4.5'
3. fifficicO:
4. ittif. 4.7

Thus; tiiii-;teao,etreSOndenfeiiff*Iitit hte-rz ory .11 sc lients-Of the text,
i of econcmic

knowledge,:itt ,Aoggitirotr4rsoycroost:olts,
ef fects*i*hanOing interkitif.fnlicapylry#.;'.40441$104-4-04gar-Mir

c nttiltrOdfittiCrimic 41.,V,:f011#0001110iftiki,ttIng;the
sense of economic efficacy ;iiti uekaddfactlitud

,*

As a final point of inquiry, ttitTOOt10-::atoltiptiolirss, stepped= sbooK:tr*,Our
Economy as, a specific_ t:s4r-Iffii0e-iff itiow$0440*.:163#660-1,'40h how
important they.cOnsideredjOneitsslinStkigtifn'Apiqtrtadiffire;i0i*Onde
how important vi tithite::00:onetteAf;:hel 4'401
(It should 'be remembei-ed,:thritleAdfietreelie:4(4400444ebtilii_Atiety
of social studies,cOrses, and thiilio.!:Icipo.otftioijAi:itorfoiiiippi;the most
frequently'taught''Object.)'

As for the importance of economics instructionrfOr-adolespents-,8.1rof
teachers ranked it as very important, 19% as of some impcirtance, and 0% as
either somewhat or very unimportant.

When asked to rank economics as less, equally, or niore important, than each
of seven elements' in a list of competing subjects, teachers ranked:economics.
as less important in no instances. Theyindicated thatxdonomi,g is
psimpoftgaz Civics or American Government, Consunierfducation, ;

American History, or Business Education. They indicated that Economics is
nigainoodanUma, World Hiztc:-.4, Ethnic Stgdies, or Psychology.. All in all,
teacher respondents, Jthiln though they had not themselves had a large amount
of coursework in economics, evidenced considerable belief in the importance
and appropriateness of :economics subject matter for their students. This
commitment to the teaching of economics should give added weight to their
judgments of the effectiveness and quality of Our Economy.
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7. Conclusio7a11c1:77,irei7$a_itiOnti,

The central, findingKof this sti(443;t0,iiit Cur40ytotrik New.0"Werke
has a 6040 valuatiaAay*fdieitgiirokatImpact:-on ita)users. sgetiffocy;

at on, of AetAiliT*410n4ettitUie0i0f.,:th,iiresOonkentsiiiitthirtot to.,
samples,100****40004)96111;:(44)Yeter*OtiieeiclOf441 mcicll*
non-useMbh,:ot***147.1TOgcr Cipit9,4***-4,*440.Tobe
more sUpaortOSIt'Atolote*Irtlink.ihe;AMKen*00001cfsvitimpnvol
suRportiVei440**(iiiiiiiiii**"0,1g,ift**trOlt0041ikik i of
the Economic *Wryfor ,..e Workete:Recei*TieteAotroottp*** *0*1:t4*o*1iAgainet thegttnOMVS oIinCe e iiikt Of** ie$ to
the textSzpHixiat.*000i****RRpre*Or get*-opirti qr
values stance:iis-brols.cale*thkoniefseen re001.114 06001-
direction 'those which the tiOlioirep:irooktio4

,While thesethonges are- in -Ahe acdep 'do nice Aenskoft*termi,
statittiCtillyetgniftcanithkA440iioicifiliotof*fhig*figgiogotio
in a' on-StatiStical*iense",:t0iiiite00)01041#00114*"CtNitOeSe
observettouttemeS or* nobiyier?iiiititoxotfai*:Wiria400gitp*Odition,
that these'outcomes are Suet:emetic, andincereeetiOillieWilie'lviteretical
assumptions that have Warmed, ::(0,0 study;fficliii3OtfeMitzithe0i-,:ere.
theoretically significant: aiy:Well:,-,Out afttney0a,,,O§nitosto-'0:evka
practicalsignifiCence;"01- are they n to# aneXtensive
literature on the- attitudinal,effects;0068:edonornidecUrrittilunrrenders it
difficult to specify a criterion= for grading the magnitude of attitude change
associated with a giventext: HOWever,::$10youldiUggest that changes that
are modest in abtolute terms, in the range Of .2 one scale of 1 -7, are indeed
an impressive attitudinal impact. We would expect degree ot attitude change
to be much smallerthan the cognitive gains olinstruction. If On area such a
political education ortivics,it a good analogue, we should take special note
of the less than dominant role that a particular. textbook and' one or two
courses of instruction are likely to have on the-intense and fast-changing
world of the adolescent, -and-adjudge even quite small values changes as
noteworthy (Jennings and Niemi, 1974). In this context, the impact of Our
Economy on attitudes after as tittle ma hell term of instruction is
especially impressive. These changesare impressive also in the context of the
book's strategy of the exclusive presentation of facts--of economic concepts
illustrated by case studies--and the avoidance of value recommendations.

There is another way of looking at a change of .20 or .25, and that is to
express it in another metric, whose meaning may be more familiar. We
might, for example, think of these changes in terms of the metric Scholastic
Aptitude Test scores. Of course, we cannot strictly compare EV1 and SAT
scores, since there are no "correct" answers for attitude items. But we could
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c.'

In*Phase-tofithe,ittidy,::$0,etipti.asi4ed:that instrument development is a
tontinUing:froCesei% iiilirtlArlitere.Ware*Ided--totrWtOlaktend the
conteneVatiditiiwthi Ity1,0t.04tee,.40yeta§it Ao,;g0iitientrieni;s
ecoriAllter9111;:lir 0011.07.04.0040,80140101:10es!meeTil4tor. and
prod40r; ,'Y4.0,6Pfl'A'tt*1*.#)ifjtig0,0141WWp:re--not well
develOPed:tin*
govertimentir*Ulattak,WOrif cliStant*ti.i)their-jerCOOronSiinctexPeOence.,

" ,r4 5

received etanon#Cs.iin.*itrucPpylill'P!ift:0-014,--
At the Posttes:tiotkiett,

better, al thot)900(6410,0*tteitti,14.6)S500i9140.(1.-h
t#4:46.00.teildAtiQ0`is that Whiikti*pgssititlittotoWilyititeffie:::: ci open

new ttems,40°00464:00).0* toVp
terms. of use vithistudiOn difiKi:a14ha: Cgfiltp: Such
a tepic,,iirea.04titr,proyalttPtitiOilylsifipirteiit*thkftirtheffefiketii,,ent of,-
the-Senior Ht§hSdhoOliECOnomitSNalithi,inventorg:0'Brien and .Iffgels,
1984; Appendix:-.4):-:,

B. The EVI Scales: Scale Labels

In Phase I, we suggested two- sorts of labels for the scales, a neutral label,
and one which gave. viation,of;theArecl.ionsof attitudes for:the study
population (0!Briiiiiind-Inge1W984Apiiendi$A-Y.' Since overall scale scores
showed the same directionitiThithe IF(desPitiPa iew reSOondeinoopulation),
we havecontinued to;,use;.for theirclarity,forPrepo'rting purposes, The
directional labels iirPhase II. Thas-welh.avirsPoken of-a Free Enterprise or
American Economic System scale, a-Trust in Business Scale, an Economic
Alienation and Powerlessness Scalepand so on. HOwever; for other purposes,
a neutral label is clearly preferable, and the Foundation has suggested new
scale labels as follows:

Scale 1: The Economy
Scale 2: Role,of Business in the Economy
Scale 3: Role of they Individual in the Economy
Sca's 4: Role of GOvernMent in Social Welfare
Scale 5: Role of ScivernMent imEstablishing Prices
Scale 6: Role of Unions-in the Economy
Scale 7: Faiimess of the Economy
Scale 8: Satisfaction with the Economy

These labels have been used for the presentation of the Economics Values
Inventory in the Appendix of this report.
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3JAJtAvAyqoT33.
C. Recommendations foOpetherAppligations of the

EcOniimicieyeluet Inventory
,

ThoUgh,devilopid'fOtifiheilitOfip:;purfieikofAhCOOluitiOrttif the values and
atti toes Impact of Our Ecoitemg,.It isto :hi;.eireSeedztheits:lhe:Economics
Values 000404 itibUtell*OPVIjkiiitheconomics,schicatort for 0riety of
other purposes..,Sivei**1001erto*det

:T `, -One such die.:to,,WhiCh;thi!E I might ".birpUt1s3.oi :34eirfietifihiii,hOrtrpfor
junior high school etoomics etttu1e In neither Phase ti:ofFAoll hOt this ,

research -was.-1 'OPOTOPtilitect*SeeiVe70*,-fyoopmotiot of junior high
school age,yoUttii.t'-41,iiik*,1440*.±00#4,itittirretconcerning the
of youth.econo0C;otti9044414,19100ing300**IpAte,*-4**
definitivelT:g*OlitiihteftiotetiietiOttas kyitok70401.1q**fUtinot
only to obtai*A-natiOrin1; pOrrh-ortfit Vi,-',1*,*fokerifilk*:04#4-010:61,?
trends and cnonges iVer time by tasting a representative sample on oi annual
or biennial basis;

The teacher anOtti-dentsdota colleCted4h4e*-.P.4640.1;.-:#01#d"
ere" inwhich the EVI,rofghtfb*uSegAtihelp;:clarif00404.0**toeconomic

attitude acquiSitith'Shct:OShie.,*hd4h01.114:06,41,0iti,f,0*fi#40:1nd--
economic behaVi:Ok,it would be useful,Ar-Siohiple;AO:AitkEykcilescores
with measureS-Ofin=scholOranit:OtlfzscliOotibet09),Oftlt would be useful to
gain further information'abbut*,the:pOrents;efOrpiOgelected.gruupi,of junior
high school 'respondents;c:Includhig parental scores on tke:EYI. Such
information could be.:uted;for example; to explere the-niatter of gender
differences in economic attitudes, and to understand the csmParative weight
of and interaction between school and home environments in economic
socialization. Sex differences could also be explored with somewhat older
students, in the course of refining the senior high school version of the EVI.

We are confident that the EVI can be a substantial tool for exploring the many
values and attitudes questions in contemporary economics education.
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The research on the EVI indicates the necessity of including the somewhat
lengthy introduction to the items that appearahelow. The introduction
is important because it establishes a common frame of reference and
shared vocabulary for thwyouthful respOadents.

,

On the following pages tho scales that comprise the Economics Values Inventory
are first presented, scale-by-scale. Then the EVI, in the form in which we
recommend it be administered in the classroom, is shown.
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THE ECONOMICS VALUES INVENTORY

SCALE 1. THE ECONOMY

1. Rasourctir,atttilaitys limited, and-we musE make hard choices about
the but way to use that.

2. ProfittVire essentialAO our countrylt- economic health.

3. Our society ow.s much taei. contributions

4. If workers want higher wages, they'aust:work harder andiiroAuce more.

5. People who blame other People'or'Saciety Lot' their prbbleiaare just
copping out.

6. My freedoe to choose my own occupation is very important to me.

7. It's dui duty of people-to'do their jobs the best they can.

8. Competition between businesses makes for the lowest prices.

9. A company deserves its profits when they coma as the result of doing
the best job for lose money.

10. If you have a valuable skill; you'll get ahead iu our society.

11, Croups of individuals with specialized skills, working together, can
produce better products than individuals working alone.

12. Our economy needs more people who are willing to save for the future.

SCALE 2. ROLE OF BUSINESS IN THE ECONOMY

Most businesses won't sell products they think are unsafe.

14. Government should listen more to what the business community has to say.

15. Busincsoes could provide more jobs, goods, and services if they didn't
have to pay so much in taxes.

15. Advortising helps consumers to make intelligent choices.

17. Most people like their jobs.
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SCALE 3. ROLE OF THE INDIVIDUAL IN THE :ECONOMY

18. It's no Mee worrying about the-4mm; I can't do anything about it

19. Gatti , ahead. is'aostly,,a,!aattet, of luck.

fool iet so to in:ca job.

. ,

21. Having to "start; 7 iblutitutss-really'ssaus having the
freedost-40: --Advin4114vit=9

..

22. Being bueinost;meitni-ftiikint:*Sir admiral, of Others:

23. Profit is a, sign: that souleoperAaAs*: of.
r.
,""

24. The way' our economic system ittet4, iobodyliii,.*Citance to get ahead
any more.

SCALE 4. ROLE OF GOVERNMENT IN SOCIALIMLFARE

25. It is the re4004"Sibility OfAhe government to take care of people who
can't take carer of.

26. The poor and the ill have,,a.right to help, from the government.

*27. A person who cannot find a job 'has only himself to blame.

28. It should be the duty of government to be sure that everyone has a
secure job and a decent standard of living.

29. The unemployed shouldn't blame themselves for their situation: it's the
fault of the economic system.

*30. Taking care of the poor and the sick is the job of families and
churches, not the job of the government.

SCALE 5. ROLE OF GOVERNMENT IN ESTABLISHING PRICES

*31. Companies should only be allowed to charge a government-controlled
price for their products

ar

32. It's not the business of the government to control prices.

SCALE 6. ROLE OF UNIONS IN THE ECONOMY

33. Unions are too powerful.

*34. We'd all be better off if labor unions were stronger.

35. Employers should have the right to hire non -union

11111111ii
* indicates reverse scoring ,Li*.
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SCALE 7. FAIRNESe:OF THE ECOg0Mt,

36. The iivereOCIOfter-ioda* is getting:his or her hieihare.
..i.-

*37. Thsawerage,worker is getting Wliiihivorr fairahare.
,.. ..

1,
.

. ,. -...,,,,r

*38. Most Companies doer giva,AmplOYeace fair Sharir!Ot what the company sail,.,. . .. :`, 4 t;: ! ' , . : . ;. ' 1 ita ":
' ; t .."K

39. Most companies give emkoyaisa fait'shire'diilhatihe'CoMpany
earns.

.

SCALE 8. SATISFACTION WITH THE ECONOMY

40. America's wealth is fir too unequally shared.

41. The situation of:thwaverage'parion islietting worse, not better.

42. There are few real,o0portunities for theaverige person to start a
business in America miry.;

43. We need a way to make incomes more equal:in-this, country.

44. One of the bad things sbout'our economic system is that the person
at the bottom gets less help and has less security than in some
other systems.

* Indicates reverse scoring item.
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APPENDIX 2:

THE EVI IN A FORM FOR CLASSROOM USE
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ECONOMICS VALUES INVENTORY

I strongly
disagree with
the statement

I strongly
agree with
the statement

Don't

2=-
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

On the next 'tree pages there are statements that you may agree or disagree with.
We're inter_oced in learning about your feelings. concerning these statements. All
of them have to do with the American economy, or how we make, buy,-and sell things.
We are all part of the economy. Businesses and gOvernMent are part of the economy n
too.

When you buy a record or ride on a bus or go to the dentist, you are taking part
the economy. When a business makes-something, advertises its product., or-sets a
price; it is taking part in the economy. The government,taies part in the economy
too, when it provides a service such as delivering the mail,. or when it makes rules
that businesses must follow. When you answer the questions below, it will give us
a chance to learn what you are feeling about economic issues.

Here's an example:

If I shop and compare before I buy, I can save money.

If you feel strongly that "If I shop and compare before I buy, I can save money,"
you would write a "7" in the space before that statement. If you disagree slightly
you would write a "3" next to the statement. If your feelings are no stronger one
way than the other, you would write a "4" next to the statement.

Maybe the statement is one you clOn't understand, or is about something you've never
really thought about and have no feelings about. If so, write an "8" for "Don't
Know" next to the statement.

There are no right or wrong answers here. Please just tell us how you feel, and what
you believe, about each statement. Now let's turn to the next page--and begin!

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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ECONOMICS VALUES INVENTORY

I strongly I strongly
disagree with agree with
the statement the statement

SM01-

Don't

...

1 2 74 5 6 8

1. The unemployed shouldn't blame themselves for their situation: it's
the fault of the economic system.

2. Resources are always United, and we must make hard choices, about
the best way to use them.

3. One of the bad things about our economic system is that the person at
the bottom gets less help and has less security than in some other
systems.

4. The average worker today is getting his or her fair share.

5. The average worker today is getting less than his or hen fair share.

6. It's the duty of people to do their lobs the best they can.

7. America's wealth is far ton unequally shared.

8. There are few real opportunities for the average person to start a
business in America today.

(1. The poor and the ill have a right to help from the government.

10. It is the res?onsibility of government to take care of people who can't
take care of themselves.

11. Unions are too powerful.

12. We need a way to make incomes more equal in this country.

13. Profits are essential to our country's economic health.

14. Our society ewes much to the contributions of business.

15. Being in business means taking unfair advantage of others.

16. The way our economic system is set up, nobody has a chance to get
ahead any more.

17. My freedom to choose my own occupation is very important to me.

18. Competition between businesses makes for the lowest prices.

19. Businesses could provide more jobs, goods and services if they didn't
have to pay go much in taxes.

20. It's foolish to do more than you have to in a job.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



I strongly

disagree with
the statement

ECONOMICS VALUES 'INVENTORY

I strongly
agree with
the statement

--------I
Don't

1 2 .3 4 5 6 7 8

21. A person who cannot find a job has only himself to blame.

22. MostMost companies don't give employees a fair. share of what the company
earns.

1.;

23. Most companies give employees a fair share of what the company earns.

24. Having the freedom to start my own business really means having the
freedom to take advantage of others.

25. It's no use worrying about the economy; I can't do anything about it
anyway.

26. Our economy needs more people who are willing to save for the future.

27. A company deserves its profits when they come as the result of doing the
best job for less money.

28. If workers want higher wages, they must work harder and produce more.

29. Companies should only be allowed to charge a government-controlled price
for their products.

30. Profit is a sign that someone is being taken advantage of.

31. Advertising helps consumers to make intelligent choices.

32. Most people like their jobs.

33. Getting ahead is mostly a matter of luck.

34. The situation of the average person is getting worse, not better.

35. We'd all be better off if labor unions were stronger.

36. If you have a valuable skill, you'll get ahead in our society.

37. Taking care of the poor and the sick is the job of families and churches,
not the job of government.

38. It's not the business of government to control prices.

39. Most businesses won't sell products they think are unsafe.

40. It should be the duty of the government to be sure that everyone has
a secure job acid a decent standard of living.
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ECONOMICS, VALUES INVENTORY

I strongly I strongly
"...,;,.

-,-.-4

withagreedisagree with
the the statement

.._.;

statement

...5.,.:4'

--_I-- E atitit

Dorn'ti

'1. 2 3 4 5 6 7 ti

'Nv
41. Government should listen tore. to what the business community hab all say.

42. Employers shouldtave the right to hire hai=.unidtv.workeri if they want

43. People who blame other people or "society"'for their economic problems
are just copping out.

44. Groups of individuals with specialized skills, wzring together. :ASO
produce better products tha r. tndividuals working alone.
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APPENDIX 3: LIST OF TABLES
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TABLE 1

CHARACTERISTICS OP PHASE II STUDENT'SAMPLE

Total N a 1,999 students.

Pretest N a 1911; Posttest N a 1711. Special Posttest-only group, N a 88.

By site: Cedar Rapids N a
Durango
Minneapolis

By Posttest Comparison Conditions:

1231
226
454 (Plus Posttest-only group, N = 88).

Full term of text N == 726
Half term of text 220
No Economics 585
Alternative Economics 180 (Plus Posttest-only group, N = 88).

By Race Black N = 139
White 1525
Hispanic 40
American Indian 39
Other 55
No Information 113

By Sex Male Na 913
Female 895
No Information 103

By Site and Comparison Conditions:

Cedar Rapids = Full term text vs.
No Textand Half term text

Durango a Full term text vs. No Text

Minneapolis = Full term text vs. Alternative Economics Material;
and Economics Instruction with Pre- and Posttest, vs. Posttest

Mean age a 14 years

BEST COPY AVAILABL:
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TABLE 2

PHASE II PRETEST - POSTTEST CHANGE:, ANALYSIS OP COVARIANCE BY TEXT USERS AND NON-USERS AND BY FULL - TERM VERSUS BALFyIERM.ECONOtlIFSINSTRUCTION

P VAS"-
VALUES SCALE FOR MAlNEFFECTS

Text Use Text Yes Text NoDuration

1. Support for American
Economic System

2. Trust in Business

3. Economic Alienation
and Powerlessness

4. Government is
Responsible for
Social Welfare"

5. Against Government

.952 .000 .... 5.56....fUll term

.992 .001 ,4.77 4
4:74 terakk

,.,

.007 .037' 2';56........2.70.,,..full
2.73 -half :tirwe

.

4

e.411 .730 4.81 4 81 ..,.fUll.t*Te

half

.001 .508 4.10
Role in Price Setting 4.47

6. Against Powerful
Unions

3 (49.....full texts,

half teAi

.939 .666 4.69 4
4.83

7. Workers Receive
Fair Treatment

8. Against Economic
Status Quo

.062 .014

.008 .049

Effects significant at .05 are underlined.

1 = Strongly disagree with scale values

7 = Strongly agree with scale values

3.76 3

3.45
50....full term
. ...half term

4.55 4 70....full teris
4.79 half term

\JJ8AJIAVA Y903 T238
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PHASE,. II

PRETEST

Scale Scores of-JuniorOfigh SchOolyOU4wiih Different sof5EconomiC Know-lid

of 'T.,
AmolI1114

VALUES StIALES.-,i, '."11-1113;3 4 5=;?!*'° 110

1. Support foi-American
Economie'Svstem:'.:. 14 3.6

A ,A

2. Trust inAUdineis"

3. Economic Alienation
and 'Powerleiiiiss

-44: .7'.

3.5 1.=,, 2.2 ;,.000

4. GovernmantlsyRafponsibli
for Social"Relfare

NINAM44114144

5. Against 'Goverment Role in
Price Setting

6. Against Powerful Unions

7. Workers Receive Fair
Treatment

8. Against Economic Status
Quo

4.9

,3.8 3.7 4.3 4.5. .000

4.3 4.6 4.4 4.8 .000

3.2 3.3 3.5 3.8 poo

4.9 4.9 4.8 4.4 .000

Percentage of sample: 21% 32% 37% 10%

1 strongly disagree with scale values

2 .2, strongly agree with scale values

N " 1911

BEST COPY AVAILALE
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TABLE 4

PHASE II SCALE MEANS: POSTTEST, TEACHERS vs. STUDENTS

VALUES SCALES

1. Support for American
Economic System

2. Trust in Business

3. Economic Alienation
and Powerlessness

4. Government is
Responsibla for
Social Welfare

5. Against Government
Role in Price Setting

6. Against Powerful
Unions

7. Workers Receive
Fair Treatment

8. Against Economic
Status Quo

Teachers Students

5.9

4.1

2.2

5.6

4.7

2.8

4.7 4.8

5.5 4.1

4.6 4.6

4.0 3.6

4.1 4.7

1 = Strongly disagree with scale values

2 = Strongly agree with scale values

Teacher N = 16

Student N = 1711
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TABLE 5

PRETEST versus POSTTEST SCALE MEANS
FOR MINNEAPOLIS USERS OE OUR ECONOMY: HOW IT WORKS

VALUES SCALES ,p level

1. Support for American
Economic System 5.4 5.4 N.S.

2. Trust 4n Business 4.8

3.1

5.1

3. Economic Alienation
and Powerlessness

4. Government is Responsibie
for Social Welfare

5. Against Government Role
in Price Setta-,g

6. Against Powerful Unions

4.8 N.S.

3.2 N.S.

4.8 .000

3.7 3.9 N.S.

4.5 4.5 N.S.

7. WorKers Receive Fair
Treatment

8. Against Economic
Status Quo

3.2 3.4 .022

5.0 4.9 N.S.

1 = Strongly disagree with scale values

7 = Strongly agree with scale values

Changes significant at .05 are underlined: non-significance indicated by "N.S."



TABLE 6

PRETEST versus POSTTEST MEANS FOR MINNEAPOLIS ALTERNATE ECONOMICS :

INSTRUCTION GROUP

VALUES SCALES PRETEST POSTTEST p level

1. Support for American
Economic System 5.2 5.2 N.S.

2. Trust in Business 4.6 4.5 N.S

3. Economic Alienation
and Powerlessness

4. Government is Responsible
for Social Welfare

5. Against Government Role
in Price Setting

6. Against Powerful Unions

3.1 2.8 .021

4.8 4.5 .002

4.1 4.3 N.S.

4.4 4.3

7. Workers Receive Fair
Treatment

3.3

N.S.

3.6 .020

8. Against. Economic
Status Quo 4.6 4.6 N.S.

1 = Strongly disagree with scale values

7 = Strongly agree with scale values

Changes significant at .05 are underlined; non-significance indicated by "N.S."

N = 180



TABLE 7: PHASi POSTTEST SCALE SCORES 02 JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
WITH D1i'FERENT RACIAL BACKGROUNDS

VALUES SCALES
BLACK WHITE

AMERICAN
INDIAN p level

1. Support for American
Economic System

5.2 5.7 5.2 .0000

2. Trust in Business
4.8 4.7 4.7 N.S.

3. Economic Alienation
and Powerlessness

3.2 2.7 2.9 .0000

4. Government is Responsible
for Social Welfare 4.8 4.8 4.7 N.S.

5. Against Government Role
in Price Setting 4.0 4.1 4.1 N.S.

6. Against Powerful Unions 4.5 4.6 4.5 N.S.

7. Workers Receive Fair
Treatment 3.4 3.6 3.9 N.S.

8. Against Economic
Status Quo 4.9 4.7 4.5 N.S.

1 = Strongly disagree with scale values

7 = Strongly agree with scale values

N.S. = nc significance

N = 1711 For Scale 1, Scheffd' procedure shows Whites significantly different from
both Blacks and American Indians at the .050 level; for Scale 3, Scheffe
procedure shows Slacks significantly different from Whites at the .050 level.
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VALUES SCALES

TABLE 8: TWO-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BY RACE AND TEXT USE,
CEDAR RAPIDS SITE, FOR SCALES 1, 3, 4, 7 and 8.

BLACK
TEXT USE: yes....no

1. Support for American
Economic System

5.8 5.3 5.8 5.6

2. Trust in Business

3. Economic Alienation
and Powerlessness

2.6 3.1 2.5 2.7

4. Government is Responsible
for Social Welfare 0

5. Against Government Role
in Price Setting

5.1

TEXT:

RACEN.S:-

4.8 4.8

TEXT: .005

RACE: N.S.

TEXT: N.S.

RACE: N.S.

6. Against Powerful Unions

7. Workers Receive Fair
Treatment

8. Against Economic
Status Quo

3.1 3.2 3.8 3.5

4.7 5.1 4.5 4.8

1 = Strongly disagree with scale values

7 = Strongly agree with scale values N.S. = not significant

TEXT: .001

RACE: .042

TEXT: .006

RACE: N.S.

Analysis was run on Scales 1, 3, 4, 7, and 8 only, where likelihood of difference
by race was thought greatest.



TABLE 9: PHASE II POSTTEST SCALE SCORES OF
.

MALE AND FEMALE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

VALUES SCALES
MALE FEMALE P level

1. Support for American
5.63 5.62 N.S.Economic System

2. Trust in Business
4.55 4.78 .0000

3. Economic Alienation
and Powerlessness

2.78 2.66 .0423

4. Government is Responsible 4.72
for Social Welfare

5. Against Government Role
in Price Setting

,ft.
4.85 .0147

4.37 3.84 .0000

6. Against Powerful Unions 4.66 4.63 N.S.

7. Workers Receive pair
Treatment 3.70 3.48 .0007

8. Against Economic
Status Quo 4.56 4.80 .0001

1 = Strongly disagree with scale values

7 = Strongly agree with scale values

N = 1711

N.S. = not significart
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TABLE 10: SCALE SCORES OF PHASE II POSTTEST STUDENTS WITH DIFFERENT LEVELS
OF ECONOMIC KNOWLEDGE

VALUES SCALES Extent' of Economic -Knowledge

(NuMbei' of ItemiCorrect Out of 7)
0,- 2 3 -.4 - 6 7 p level

1. Support for American
Economic System 5.1 5.4 5.8 6.0 .0000

2. Trust in Business 4.9 , 4.7 4.6 4.5 .0001

3. Economic Alienation
and Powerlessness 3.3 3.0 2.5 2.3 .0000

4. Government is Responsible
for Social Welfare 4.8 4.8 4.8 4.7 N.S.

5. Against Government Role
in Price Setting 3.8 3.8 4.2 4.6 .0000

6. Against Powerful Unions 4.3 4.5 4.8 4.9 .0000

7. Workers Receive Fair
Treatment 3.3 3.4 3.7 4.0 .0000

8. Against Economic
Status Quo 4.7 4.9 4.6 4.3 .0000

1 = Strongly disagree with scale values

7 = Strongly agree with scale values

N = 1711
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TABLE 11: PHASE II POSTTEST SCALE SCORES OP JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS OF
DIrtbRENT SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS*

VALUES SCALES

1. Support for American
Economic System

2. Trust in Business

3. Economic Alienation
and Powerlessness

4. Gcvernment is Responsible
for Social Welfare

5. Against Government Role
in Price Setting

6. Against Powerful Unions

7. Workers Receive Fair
Treatment

8. Against Economic
Status Quo

SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS
(Lower) Higher)

1 2 3 - 4 p level

5.45 , 5.52 5.75 5.71 .0000

4.68 *"4.68 4.69 4.56 N.S.

3.06 2.91

4.95 4.87

2.58 2.47

4.78 4.53

4.26 4.10 3.83

.0000

.0000

4.06 .0048

4.22 4.35 4.68 4.82 .0000

3.32 3.49 3.70 3.83 .0001

5.05 4.80 4.58 4.41 .0000

1 = Strongly disagree with scale values

7 = Strongly agree with scale values

*Socioeconomic Status (SES) is &composite variable with four components:
Mother's and Father's education and profession.

N = 1711
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TABLE 12

Scale Scores of JuniccHigh School Students with Different Levels of
Int&rsst in Public Affairs (Posttest}

VAL13Er SCALE

1. Support for American
Economic System

2. Trust in Business

3. Economic Alienation
and Powerlessness

High 'Interest Mediuit Interest

4. Government is
Responsible for
Social Welfare

5. Against Government
Role in Price Setting.

5.8 5.6

4.7 4.6

2.5 2.7

Low Interest
.4:13

'5.4 .0000

4.8 4.7

4.2 4.1

6. Against Powerful Unions 4.8

7. Workers Receive Fair
Treatment

8. Against Economic
Status Quo

N = 1711

4.8 W.S.

3.7 3.6 3.4 .0257

4.6 4.6

1 = Strongly disaaree with scale values

7 = Strongly agree with scale values

82
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TABLE 13

Posttest Scale Scores of Juniorligh School Students with
Different Political. Party Identifications

Strongly Slightly Slightly Strongly
Republican Republican Democratic Democratic

VALUES SCALE
p

1 Support for American
.

Economic System 5.8 5.7 5.5 5.6 .0000

2. Trust in Business 4.8 4.7 4.6 4.7 N.S.

3. Economic Alienation
and Powerlessness

,IMP.M1
4. Government is

Responsible for
Social Welfare

2.5 2.6 2.7 2.9 .0004

4.6 4.7 4.9 5.1 .0000'

5. Against Government
Role in Price Setting

6. Against Powerful
Unions .0000

3.1 .0000

7. Workers Receive
Fair Treatment 4.0 3.7 3.6

8. Against Economic
Status Quo 4.3 4.6 4.6

N 1711

1 = Strongly disagree with scale values

7 = Strongly agree with scale values

5.1 .0000.
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APPENDIX 4: SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL VERSION OF THE

ECONOMICS VALUES INVENTORY
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SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL VALUES INVENTORY

1. PERSONAL ECONOMIC POWER

1. Being in business means taking unfair advantage of others.

2. Having the freedom to start my own business really means having the
freedom to take unfair advantage of others.

3. Profit is a sign that someone is being taken advantage of.

4. Getting ahead- is mostly a matter of luck.

5. It's no use worrying about the economy; I can't do anything about
it anyway.

6. The way our economic system is at up, nobody has a chance to get
ahead anymore..

7. It's foolish to do more than you have to in a job.

2. HOW WORKERS ARE TREATED

8. Most companies give employees a fair share of what the company earns.

9. Most companies don't want to give employees a fair share of what the
company earns.

* 10, The average worker today is getting his or her fair share.

11. The average worker today is getting less than his or her fair share.

3. "PATRIOTIC" BUSINESS ATTITUDES

12. My freedom to choose my own occupation is very important.to me..

13. It's the duty of people to do their jobs the best they can.

14. Business will do anything for a profit.

15. The greatness of America is based on business.

16. Competition between businesses makes for the lowest prices.

17. If only our economy were reorganized, there would be more than
enough for everybody.

4. TECHNICAL INNOVATION AND SPECIALIZATION

13. Groups of individuals with specialized skills, working together, can
produce better products than individuals working alone.

19. A company deserves its profits when they come as the result of doing
the best job for less money.

20. We should use new machines whenever they can take the place of dirty
work that people have to do now.

21. Businesses that make a new product t-..ke a risk; if people like their
product, a business deserves its profits.

22, If you have a valuable skill, you'll get ahead in our society.

* Ind:14ates reverse scoring item.

t-
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5. BUSINESS

23. There are practically no services which government can provide which
businesses couldn't provide better.

24. Only the producer of. quality product at a.fair price can survive
in our coniOitifive'eddnomy.

25. Most peoplilikertheir:jobiE.

26. Government should listen more to what the businesscoMmunity has to
say. ,

27. business should be alloWed to charge as much as peàpie are wilh1g
to pay. .

28. Most businesses won't sell products theTthinkiafeWnsafe.

29. Businesses could provide more jobs, goods' anoiSeriices if they didn't
have to pay so much in taxes.

,
30. AdvertisIng consumers to make intelligentboides.

6. THE ECONOMICIEEMEST/

31. The.situatian of the average persoli is getting worse, not better.

32. America's ith is far too unequillyshared.

33. There are few real'oppottunitige for the averas,4 parson to start a
business in America today.

34. We need a way to make incomes more equal in this country.

35. The way our economic sistemis set up, nobody has a chance to get
ahead any more.

36. One of the bad things about our economic system is that the person
at the bottom gets less help and has less security than in some
other systems.

7. GOVERNMENT ROLE IN SOCIAL WELFARE

37. It is the responsibility of the government to take care of people
who can't take care of themselves.

* 38. Taking care of the poor and the sick is the job of families and
churches, and not the job of government.

39. The poor and the ill have a right to help from the goverment.

* 40. A person who cannot iind a job has only himself to blame.

41. The unemployed shouldn't blame themselves for their situation; it's
the fault of the economic system.

42. It should be the duty of government to be sure that everyone has a
secure job and a decent standard of living.

* Indicates reverse scoring item.
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8. ECONOMIC INTERDEPENDENCE

43. In oUi spedialited economy, each person depends on the efforts of
many Ot,her,people,for his or her econom40;ieii:being.

=4;

44. Our society owes much to tLe contributidn'Of,b4siaaas.

45. Resourees,are always limited, and we,mustmeiie'bErd,..choicec about
the best vial-to use them.

46. Profits 'areasential to bur counfry'e.economic health.

9. PRICE CONTROLS

* 47. /0z:illicit:the business of governmenc to control prIces.

48. CaliaOkates should only be able to charge a, government-controlled price
for their products.

49. The:gOverament should decide which goods are produced.

10. WORK ETHIC -

50. People who blame other people or "society" for their problems, are
just copping out.

51. If workers want higher wages, they must work harder and produce more.

11_ UNIONS

* 52. neld all be better off if unions were stronger.

53. Unions are too powerful.

54. Employers should have the right to hire non-union workers if they
wrist to.

* Indicates reverse scoring item.
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NORC 4420
10/1984

I strongly
disagree with
the statement

POSTTEST QUESTIONNAIRE FREQUENCIES
N 1711

(excludes 88-case Posttest-only group)

DECK 01
1-4/

5-24/R

I strongly
agree with
the statement

Don't
Know

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Thank you for your help! Earlier in the school year, you filled out a
questionnaire that ;old utabaut.youracomonic valuexand,4liefs. That
information will be parr, of inlOpoitant,atudy, from whiclOcavill learn
more about the valves ofv-Yeueg.peciOle.',Wi*iveli socaUd,-sad Similar,
questionnaire fo: you to} fill out nev.!;Soie otthe-quistions-will be the
same as last time: others will:bm,different.

On the next three pages there are.siitements that youmay agree or disagree
with. We're interested in 'mutilate about your_fielimitadOnEarmil8,ekele
statements. All of them.havmto do with eCanOmi,or how we make
buy, and sell things. 'We are all part of-thieconaly.11uiitesseMaid-govere
gent are part-of themconfty too. , 4,T

Whua you buy a record or ride on a bus or go to the dentist,' you are takiag
part in the economy. The government takes part in tbaeonomy too, when it
provides a service such as delivering thmall, orwhen it sakes rules that
businesses must follow. When you answer the questions below, it will give
ss a chance to learn what you feel about economic issues.

Here's an example:

.0.1111.1101111 If I shop and compare before I buy, I can save money.

If you feel strongly that "If I shop and compare before I buy, I con save
money," you would writs a "7" in the space before that statement. If you
disagree slightly you would write a "3" next to the statement. If your
feelings are no stronger one way than the other, you would write a "4" next
to the statement.

Maybe the statement is one you don't understand, or is about something you've
zsver really thought about and have no feelings about. If so, write an "8"
for "Don't Know" next to the statement.

There are no right or wrong answers here. Please just tali us how you feel,
and what you believe, about each statement. Now let's turn to the next
page --and begin!

BEST COPY AVAILABLE .
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strongly
disagree with
the statement

GRAND MEAN :

4.2 1.

5.9 2.

4.8 3.

3.6 4.

44
S.

6.4 6.

5.0
7.

4.2 8.

5.6 4.

4.7 10.

4.1 11.

5.0 12.

5'7 13.

5'0 14.

2,6 13.

3.4 16.

6.6 17.

5.8 13.

5.0 19.

2.6 20.

ECONOMICS VALUES TNVENTORY DECK 01

I strongly

area with
the statement

1

Don't
nw

71 2 3 4 5 6 8

The unemployed shouldn't blame themselves for their situation: it's
the fault of the economic systest.

Resources are always limited, and we must "'mkt hard choices about
the best way to use them.

One of the bad thins' about our economic system is that the person at
the bottom gets less help and has IOU security than in sone other
systems.

The average worker today is getting his or her fair sharm.

The average worker today is getting less than his or her fair share.

It's the duty of people to do their jobs the best they can.

America's wealth is far too useeually shared.

There are few real opportunities for the average person to start a
business in America today.

The poor and the ill have a right to help from the government.

It is the responsibility of goverment to take care of people who can't
take care of themselves.

Unions are too powerful. 35/

We need a way to make income sore equal in this country. 36/

Profits are essential to our ccuntry's economic health. 37/

Our society owes such to the contributions of business.

Being in business means taking unfair advantage of others.

The way our economic system is set up, nobody has a chance to get 40/

ahead any more.

My freedom to choose sy own occupation is very important to 114.

Coepetitiatt between businesses makes for the lowest prices.

25/ 4";5s -.Aks

!Ot

26/p

27/:

28/

29/ ke=

30/

316

33/

34/

38/

39/

41

42/

keinesses could provide more jobs, pods and services if they didn't 43/

have to pay so much in taxes.

It's foolish to do more than you have to in a job. 44/
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t strongly
disagree with
the statement

"C(44MIALUES:-INVENTORT',

I strongly
agree with
the statement

Don't

2 3 4 S 6

3.5 21. Business works best when there are few government regulations.

4.6 22. Most companies don't give employees a fair share of what the company
earns.

2.3 23. Raving the freedom to start my own business really means having the
freedom to take advantage of others.

45

46

3.7 24. Most companies give employees a fair share of what the company earns. 48k

2.8 25. It's no use worrying about the economy: I can't do anything about it 49
anyway.

5.6 26. Our economy needs more people who are willing to nevi for the future.

5.7 27. A company deserves its profits when they comps as the result of doing
the best job for less money.

5.3 28. If workers want higher waxes, they must work harder and produce mare.

3.5 29. Companies should only be allowed to charge a government-controlled
price for their products.

2.5 30. Profit is a sign that someone is being taken advantage of.

4.3 31. Advertising helps consumers to make intelligent choices. 55/

4.2 32. Most people like their jobs. 56/

3.0 33. Getting ahead is mostly a matter of luck.

4.5 34. The situation of the average person is getting worse, not better. 581

3.6 35. We'd all be better off if labor unions were stronger. 59/

5.2 36. If you have a valuable skill, you'll gat ahead in our society.

3.0 37. Taking cars of the poor and the sick is the job of families and
churches, not the job of government.

3.9 38. It's notthe business of government to control prices.

4.5 39. Most businesses won't sell products they think are unsafe.

4.5 40. It should be the duty of the government to be sure that everyone has
a secure job and a decent standard of living.

5i/P

53

54t;

57r.
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I strongly
disagree with
the scrtement

--;

ECONOMICS VALUES INVENTORY

I strongly
agree with
the statement

-San.
wee

2 3 4 5

5.1 41. We used government regulations to keep businesses from taking advantage 651:of us.

5.2 42. novernaent should litters to wnit'the business coliunity has to
say.

3.2 43. A person who cannot find a lob ha',S only 'himself to blpie:'

4.7 44. Business is a better provider of siods:end services than is government.

5.4 45. Employers should have the right to hire hoe-union workirs- if they
want to.

4.8 46. People who blame other pc<ole or "society" for-their economic problems
are lust copping out.

44 47.

3.6 48.

* 5.1

-,
74/ .4.,

-$i
* 4.1 51. Bit by bit over the years, the government has been taking our basic :<,!-----

freedoms away from us.
4

* 3.1 52. The Federal government should not concern itself with reducing income
76/ "1differences between the wealthy and the poor.

If the government was more involved in the economy, it would work better. 71/

If the government was less involved in the economy, it would work better. 72/

49. Groups of individuals with specialiged-skille, verkins together, can
produce better products than Individuals workimalone. 73/

50. The Vederal government should do sore to-reduce the gap between the
incomes of poor people and the incomes of the wealthy.

4',...1.

*These three questions were added to the Posttest EVI in an attempt to provide 777-78: 1an "objective" or independent check on respondents' ideological self-description.
However these three items were plagued with high "Don't Know" and "indifferent"
(point 4 on the 7-point scale) responses. For Q. Sl, the combined misting and indifferent
values approached 40%. Thus., the ideology items appeared to replay the fundamental
difficulty of the liberal-conservative scale itself. -'

7i

,t4

%,'''
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BEGIN DECK 02

LECONOMIC FACT QUESTIONS

Up to this point you have been telling us your opinione about economicissues. There haves been no right or wrong answers, just your personalpoint' =of view.

For the questions beloy,:!however, we'd like4you to "switch gears."
These statements do.,haii:riliht and (emus anew,eir. They are' not a test.We just want to find

ont:utatkind-of,understeiding students in yourgrade have about economics.

So please, read eachtem.and its answer categOriesiaiefully,
your best to pick the out best'inswer. PUT AN 7r,NEXT2TO.THE

1. Those who believe that should be taxed according to
to pay would be most Likely to favor:

1. An excise :tat.

2. A general sales tax.

and do
BEST ANSWER.

their ability

2. A progressive income tar.

4. /06101dential.property tar.

2. As more sewage processing plants are built and put iato oporation, more
fertilizer may be produced as a by-product. If that:happens, fertilizerwill be:

1. Wanted more.

2. More expensive.

3. Less expensive.

4. Wanted less.

3. When Communist Chime bsilds a canal entirely with hand labor, we can
probably assume that:

1. Capital is relatively scarce there.

2. Camas built by hand are better.

3. Labor is relatively scarce there.

4. They have an abundance of natural resources.

4. Inflation can be defined as a period of:

1. Increasing unemployment. 3. Rising prices.
2. Shortage of money. 4. Failing banks.

5. Most of the money that American businesses receive by selling their
products or services is paid as:

Profits to the owners. 3. Rent to property owners.
2. Salaries to employees. 4. Interest on debts.

6. What is the reward of those who take the investment risk in a business?
1. Salaries.

2. Wages.

7. In a market economy such as the U.S.,

1. Consumer cooperatives

2. Profit-making businesses

3. Profits.

4. Rents.

most goods are produced by:

3. Government industries

4. Nonprofit corporations1010111=11

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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FITUDENT INFORMATION (

1. Did you

55% 1.

use the textbook Our Economy this semester?

Yes 45% 2. No

DECK 02

2. Are you enrolled in Junior Achievement's "Project Business"?

9.8% I. Yes 90.2Z;. No

3. Please fill in the code or last name which, stands for your social studies
teacher:

tuilimszArimuiLesumuzlEsasi.

This final section is aboutml. Infoimatign abomtlour.eCoitoMiF.attitudes and
values will mean amore if it can betelated to ihfermatiO0 **0-yourother
views and experiences. Reiembar, your.400areare.-tiompietilirjAliatione4rom,
yourschool will ever see them. And relMiOrF tocAthatLYOur inStiAtto; thia4iction ,
are voluntary. The information which *14401Y here4i10f7-extrammiyeiluehle to
this study. But if there is any qUestionwttch'yeu,do'MOt 44Ai;:a-sOgor, .7304.17
skip it;

12/R

13/

141'

15 -19t

tss

74.

1. Some people are economically such better off (itavaLbetter-jObp, income, ind honsinik
for example) than others. The following factors have beemsuggested,as explipwie*
for why such differences between *tools come about. Please, give your opinion about
the importance of each one. The sore important you think ir factor is, the higher
the number, up to 7, that you will use. The lees important you think a factor is,
the lower tha number.

NOT VERY
IMPORTANT

VERY
IMPORTANT

Don't

_____J
Know

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

How important is each factor below in explaining how economically well off (suc-
cessful or unsuccessful) an adult individual is?

3.678

5.841

5.993

3.904

6.274

5.444

5.943

2.836

6.265

a. luck (good luck, bad luck)

b. the number of jobs available in our society

c. a person's level of intellAgence

d. a person's family background (for example, rich parents and
childhood advantages: poor parents, disadvantages)

e. a person's willingness to work hard

f. the number of well-qualified persons competing for jobs

personal initiative (for example, will power, determination)

a person's race or ethnicity (advantage--or disadvantage [for
ex ample, discrimination] because of the group one comes from)

i. a person's education and skills

g.

h.

8A
BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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2. What polil:ical party do you lean toward? (Check one only.)

20.1% 1. I lean. strc.egly toward the Republicans.

20.7%2.

12.3% 3.

15.6%4.

31.3% 5.

A

DECK 02

I lean slightly towardlthe Republicans.

I lean slightly" toward the Democrats.

I lean strongly'towardtthe Democrats.

I lean neither-coward the Republicans nor the Democrats.

3. Sometimes people talk about their
and "conservative." Whert do you
(Please check= answer oh1y.)

2.8% 1. --verT liberal.

6.8% 2.''Liberal

6.2% 3. Slightly liberal

22.3% 4. Moderate, middle of the road
6.9% 5. Slightly conservative
6.2% 6.

Conservative

1.9% 7. Very conservative

36.5% 8. No opinion or don't know

political views in 't4=13 of the labels "liberal%
Place yourself on the seven-point scale belowV

10:9% 9. Missing -- left blank or explicitly refused to answer question.
4. Whom did you favor in the November presidential election? (Check one only.)

50.2% 1.

35.3% 2.

5.9%
3.

8.6% 4.

Ronald Reagan

Walter Mondale

Other

Don't know

5. How interested were you in the election campaign?

23.7% 1. Very interested

51.5% 2. Somewhat interested
24.8%

3. Not very interested

6. How often do you watch the evening television news? (Check one only.)

20.32 1. Nightly

22.5% 2. More than half the time

34.0% 3. Sometimes

18.9% 4. Seliom

4.4% 5. Never

DON'T FORGET THE LAST PAGE!
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percent:

DECK 02
7. Rev often do you read the local ann national news sections of the newspaper?(Cheek one only)

10.9 1. Daily

11.8 2.
More than half the time

29.8 3. Sometimes

Seldua

15.3 5. Never

8. In your %Anion, which of OA,. ,allowing
groups of people are, wars likely to bewell inforavd about immireau:: xmluee Please- rank these groups in order, withritrrizrraomsc informed, 9w-For the next best informed, and so on. 84;rank and mean: sure to assign a different rank (1-6) to mskof the sin groups.

1st 1.689

6th 5.291

2nd 2.228

3rd 3.588

5th 4.314

4th 3.694

the media (television and newspaper

your fellow classmarms

leaders of the business community

your family/parents

clam (ministers, priests, rabbis)

teachers

reporters)

35/

30/

37/

38/

39/

40/

41/

9. Which of the following do you regard aszasbest sources of information aboutthe issues that matter to R. Please rank these sources in order, with a "1"for your best source, aiw2"for'the
next best, and so on. Be sure to assign arank and mean different rank (1-6) to each of the six sources.

1st 2.089 the media (television and newspaper reporters) 42/4th 14766 your fellow classmates
43/5th 4:211 loaders of the business community
44/2nd 2.533 your Unity/parents
45/6th 4:853 clergy (eniuteis, priests, rabbis)
46/3rd 3.353 ceachard
47/

**0. Compared to other 9th grads courses, how interesting a subject do you considerEconomics to be? (Check one only)

* *

6.0% I.

17.4% 2.

44.2%3.
20.0%4

12. 5% 5.

8.

Very interesting

Somewhat above average in interest

Of average interest

Somewhat below average in latarest

Very uninteresting

No opinion, or don't know
(excluded from analysis; less than 1%)

11. Compered to odiasr 9th grade courses, how important do you consider the subjectEconomics to be? (Check one only)
30.2% 1.

46,0 %2.

17.0% 3.

6. 8%4.

8.

Very impolmt

Of sesame importance

Somewhat unimportant

Very unimportant

No opinion, or don't know

**Q 10 and Q 11 asked of

Minneapolis respondents only
(at Pretest and Posttest).

BEST COPY MAKE

(excluded; less than 1%)

TSANR YOU FOR YOUR OPINIONS!
TREY DO COUNT!
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